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E:Respanses to Classroom Instr-uatiari projec 7-- --eXaMined

the responses cf first grade students to seatwork asSignmPts. The
--major premise of the study was that patterns of short-term outcomes, such

as students' aily eiperien __ with their
-longer-term Wasaes of achievement.

-carried oui learn more

Thus

assignments,- undomerlie and explain

observationl study was

about the deterrainantS -of studen=ts responses

to-the aostman etustion of seamark, particularly- read thr ea tw k

Four -ter ge tudents in- each_ of six classrooms- -(maIe fld fi ernale &kb
. _

and low achieves selected within each class) were observe during, five

half-daYs of testa over a five to six month period. Obs -.rvers took

detailed narrative records, noted seatwork performance, anc_i spoke infor-

mally Fith the target stn.
=

twice during-th2 year, arc

recorded when- T:ssible..

Narrative :ezurds' of students were-read and rated -fog= attention

'

about-their ork;r_ Teachers were interviewed

heir daily seatwork- presenta=ti =sus were and

task and sticeessful perfornianoe,t,tw.o short7terta -outcome's t1=Lat had- been
_ -

associated vitt achievement gains. Based -on these ratings, i-reme
=

_groups of _students were identified for further- ao-mparative=urposes-

students whose responses 'were _frequently7poor (low attenticw&m.":rind low

-performan e ) rd' students whose respcinses were _generally_adtSequate
= -.---

.

(high -attentleiTand high Performance ) . In additioni teacb.---r'interviews,.-..=

and narrative records were reviewed for information` about fismeow four co
k= 7

man ins trne. t;omil functions: were handled `- Selecting Seatiicir-- assigrenents;
-presenting then to-students, mOnitoring7'seatwOrk i.r progress, and evc.1u-



,
and g tr ng, feedback about

here were both poor and"--adeuate responders in every clas. that_
no mingle teacher-appeared f:o be more -effective than -the - other-'1.0

ing poor response patterns. xe were no relationships with :nth

boy and -girls ere ,represented ire both extreme group

s a clearassociation with achi-v-e

swOnder was a member of a lower

as torider was a member; of

11 wivewer, tire

ent-classification: er tOOr

evel reading group,: and evamx-y _cede:nate

level reading -group. Selleacticyncf

-encteme graupa was done independe=itly of any 'other- _ rmatioa _--------
. .

chid a cot for attention and pefornance ratings .)

tha seatork was a qualitativel different

that_ higher achiever

Theie damcca

the

ggest

per Uric e for lo=rATer devers.:-

Further analyses of-the Tialrative data

tha- poor and adequate responders differed in terms of the_ ease
=0,ansa-ering (poor responders were 1-ss often functioning at an .a

renfesied

of information processing) ridr strategies for Aping the ..."1-or (poor

-resonders were frequently -observd using strategies that helped the`

-coo fete their assignments but did- not aid their understa=ndine;

erne _extent, the poor responds=s revealed a greater focus o getting. .

= ..

b jor the sake of hipm , but, this- was not as clear --1,1r .ks the

tithe --r differences. Neither poor macaw -adequate responders spoke -very speed.-

filly about content-related_ puri=wos es of their seatwork.

These data suggest why achiev..--ernerit differences widen over tit o lower
_

W_evere ho were likely t be moor responders) -were SPendiz___Lees of.

. _

in benefiCial -ways than the higher ^hiaver 13fif-:



haps the icw=r at Walever' s were learning as A result that school tasks carte

not be expeged sensible. Such_ expectations =ould interfere with

developmeat of geteral learning to learn or netecag=.1.tive strategies.

The tezcher C=lata revealed that ,_the six teacher were more similar

than' f elOnt in

etween

sized

StruCtii=

the ways they dealt with se.s.tvork. Relationships

I practice and stud rehp onse can only be hyp

-act tea is d With these dares, given the lac of variance for

teacher --rn -r, -it seemed reasonable the
=the roWer achivers could be- related to the tea.clers emphasis on_

poor r respon=...es

seatworlt as a mat =er of-
.

:1 r ach eve

outine-, assigrzent of work that was too diff t
.much_ of _the tine, failure t provide 'nelp-seekarW4g

mechanisms , End al=t. emphasis on persistence and task completion but

not an mnplusis » task understanding.

It rzegn..zed that many teachers' seatiork out-ines the re-
. 7 z

ault 'of the 'f.mple demands of distributing attentittu to all students, mad

using seavork a Tway to free the teacher for r_eadd_ng group inEtru
.

4tio A.11-01 the teachers in the -study were concernmed. about their- low
_

achievers' .learni=g, but in every class, there. were instances of poor
_

responses, thac-'reulted- =in someLway__.fron the 'ways_ tl-iat--,-ithe teacher -typ_i_elly

selected, -r)reentd, monitored, or evaluated' seati.40=-It It is hoped- -that

contribuVon f this study will be-0- profile` t.--acher with new xgays--

eeingstucant =eSponseS to seat w rk. This is a :=Irst step to erainiu

seat-work-routines with an eye toward Improving the. =eaMork experience ---

he lower aehever
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The Student Response -Study focused ow:students' immediate-re

sponses-to instruction as important short-term outcomes of teaching.-

Most'research'onTeaching effects has used-long-term outcome measures

as criteria -(e nachievement tests). I this study, students'

. _ .

daily responsesboth behavior4 and cOlgnitive--were viewed as immedi-
. .

_

ate,indicators bf instructional effects; -A basic assumption under

lyin jhe- study. was' tha t -1 ea rning-from clasernoM'instruction , can
':---

,

-/i '--...-- . _

occur most readily when-students respond -to instructional stimuli,
_-,..y ,

. .-_. 1
, .

in a cognitively active anli-generally,successful manner. °Thus, the
.'-'-.

goal. of the study was earn-Moreabout instructional' contexts
- ,z .

1J
that-support active and successful student'responses.

-.has been, pareially _at ned: results of the sIudy suggest what
, .

Instruetioedi contexts are associated-with poor patterns of re-
-

sponseS although data do.not- suggest clearly-if and how,teachers

Affected optimal =responding their students

Throughoutthis-:study, e-maj cps_was_On_studepTP

. sponses-to-seatwork:--assignmenes-that-an:iblye reading, and UritimgH

that-are given td;:students to-be-carried out -independently, without-
_ 1.0-

,_
continuous teacher supervisions. The-interest ,in-seat-workwasbased'

-..

____on .the-perliasiveness -of-Thls-: format :in-eleMentgfY7dlassrooms:: -One.,

recent-Atudy-determined-that eiementary-Students-7.sRend,-uprto70%
. .

of their allOtted instructional:tiMedoini sWa6ioric: Fisher,=:Filb

a en-,-,fDishe e =,&:,_Berliner;-1_978 n,spiteofIthis,



'arid
.. -.

little is known about what students do thinkJ. hey:perform- -

0

seatwork or _haw teachers can most_effectivelyAgse'thi _setting to
_.,.

further-learning (Brophy & Good, in press;Rosenshina 1980).?

erefore,- a study ,was designed to describe ways-,in,which
_ _ ____ . . _ . ,-,- __ .-- ,....... _ .: _.

first -grade students responded _ to and-lieglt with seatwork- The
A

student resiiimses:of most-interest,were theapparentlocus of to

students

instructional stimuli

attention, the nature of-the students' Involvement with- _
--

how_does-,s/he,approachalwrieten_as-
_-.. ." -- -A ,

signment), -initiative taken by the

were confused or unable to answer. something correctly, the level of
,

'-success on daily 9seatwork assignments, and student perceptions'of-
r- -

..

.
_

how and why they were doing daily seatwork tasks.

students to=t seek- help when they

background

_Two lines of
;, IT- _,- ___ _.-.. .

the study: The first linaconcerns-studentso _ve processing,

,conceptual and empirical-work-were the has

students',:mediati-n_of-instructional effects, and - student's ercepr

tf_ons of` classrdom

-Weinstein _ adt,--:-1979)-'.-- The major question
.

_ --

traditi-orris-"How=do-studente.ithink aboCt_what is. going

events,(Doyle, 1977 and 1979; Wtnne.& Marx, 19,77;.

-.--,' _*,>

_-6n-in-classrooms?" and "How-does student thinking_mediate_classroom,
---, -

eventa_ti -licence outcomes?"

_

,The second;line of esearch ontrast Mas focused more on-

teachers and emphasized the question of - tcher= effeativen

at_dd-teachers-do-that--affects(stuagnts!- earning-_



-_ Much of- the-resdarch in n this ttaditioni bias been _described as process-
,

.
product research (see reviews by Brophy, 1979; Peterson & Walberg,

1979). This work fodTised ,primarily on teacher-1;e4havior and tried
.

to relate it to student outcomes such_ as performance on achievement

tests.--

Two teacher effects studies wereoespeolaily influential in

the design Of theStudent ()rise Study. The Beginning Teacher

Evaluation Study (Fisher, et al,: 1978) introduped the concept of

"academic learning time," which was defined` terms of two key

student responses: _attention and involvement with- a task and.
0 ,

successfulnompletionof that ta-sk. Tie= greater _the_ amount -Of
;-

time spent-mentally _involved with tasks at a high level of success,

the greater. the -achieyement on-similar tasks, at least for elemen=-

g The Student- Response-Study provided numer__
=

ous examkles of students 'Whn. -d ,in terms of .attention _and suc

--cess on reading and `math sea.tworkf. Because
- ,

`narrative data, results _provide insi into the nature of aca

demie learning time arid reasons fe

of the richness-of

claSstOoma.

individual variation* *itliin

The- second teacher effect _ :that was inifInential
.

-
:-.---desigrr:of--the-Student-Respbna-e-Stildf -was research -on classrOom

,
-management-. 'Third-grade teacheis who CA7are more effective' managers'_ -

seemed _more "tuned -in' to the':iiTraidiate'respOnses tuden
_.

deraon;:-Evertson, & Emmer,- 1979).-- TherefOre, 1t':-w7as hypothesized

that-r-dIfferenceS'in,-Stuldenea! 'responses to,---i-nserrict-ion:could;be,

d t,- teacher variablesariables as well te=rindiVidual differences '-
_

o-



. .

-students. This hypothesis was-supported-, although there were not

as many:,tescher7differences -within the sample,as_had_been expetted,
_

that clear - cut; -classroom -,level evidenceof-teacher-effetts was

not - available.-

chodpl

=-.
-Observations were-cohchitted:in eight first-grade clas$rooms

in-four Title-I schools in a midwestern city. ---Observations` bezan
r

'October, 1980, 'and continued through April, 1981, classrooms'
. -

were self-contained and taughi' by one-teather, although are-of the--
. -

teachers also had aides for part of the day. Ten teachers were ap-

proached and askedto-participateTin the study, and eight Of them

readily. agreed. Data from-six=of the_eight classrooms are reported

-Aw_this paper.- All sT*7used -trLtional:organization-of'ebility-
.

-

_based_readin& group with seatwOrkperformedjoy students When they_

were not - meting with the teacher.- The othdT two classrooms-had _

.

reading-programs
1.

lasses, .f our students

as target.students for-ob ervations- a male and female high achiever

versions of Individual_

Within each of thes

and a male and female low hiever.- ing:§ePteiber, teachers
. _ ,,

- identified studenta whom,th- considered to be in the;highest- achiev-

ing third and the.lokes*t achi.eving third of the glass in tirms-of
-

.. _..
,

reading performance. :From these_two extreme groups':within each.class,_

.,
, -

7children-wete4Jelected from7,thepool for whom there was written -,

\

, parental perm _s on. The original amr4e of 32 target students was

,

reduted.-to±30,:due-to_student mobil'Aty or-.absences

-paper-,___23 students from six_tlassroomaiare-:discussed;,



ed on the /observations done by three people;

claSsrooms by herself . Before beginning _

extensively the _purposes of t e.:=

study. and 'me dg of writing fdoused.-fierrative records. frlirough-

llec,tion9 period;.`the -thee-:observers met weekly _

discuss -their .experienees.%- -During these- discussions, the 'principal

veseigatr rol waso's e to 'maintain .a fecus on the key questions hf

study and to monitarLanY significant :drift by-,tine Observer fromh

perspective. of the _tier
.

4:)bser.rations were scheduled
=

-during five half -days over the

o that eac

a

student would- be seen

Period. Duringnth obserl' ration

Bch to the classroom he,-6bsetVer focused on-two target-

students ±- who had a similar- schedule-.' 'This meant \that two students
.

,, .
,.,

=,

,

,from the Same reading -group ere usually seen -on the same day.__
.

Student absences and reading-. group _transfers led'
-
te'

alterations in this schedule ,a`nd therefore total time
., _ 1- .-

_, varied- from student 'to student. 'Table 1 -gives the number of _Jain-,
, -

_

utes each- student was observed with time spent in transitions,
,-.-

r -

, -I-_- ..--...- .. .

ceoess,_ andqpther _non-academic times cexcluded from the total.:.

Observers noted detailed descriptions of students' -'activitle.
=

-.1. _ ,
... . -

- 1-
. =- . . _ i '-.'- }very,

....,-- ,

th- ughout `the session. ., The 'typical procedure was- .:to. paYyery__. ,-

,_
--'Clasp' attention to one child -forPabout ' 10 _Minutes : and .then--Switch-

. ,
--to9 the --o er child`;- ' -This time sampling Approach' was-L.-Used-, flexibly;

_ ..
- ,

so that,---for exAmple; the -encl.-of -a -pa Curer, assignmenti"o-r

_
-i

tin
4.-41= 'a

rid-O ;an. interactiTwxth't . teacher cOuld be noted,in'dete
-,.-



In the field notes, the observer described what the child was

dping, what he or she seemed to be attending to, how seatwork was

approdch-ed, what the student did when (s)heencountered a problem,

and-how succe ful the student was. The observational record also

included asmuch information as pos6ible about theains =uctional,

stimuli preent at the given moment. -Copies of the seatwork were

obtained r, described in detail. Teather explanations, of assignments,

were audio - recorded.

After an .observation was compie ed,the observer taped a

detailed narrative record-_f the morning': observation that included

--times Also-noted after the observation was the completed performancethe

f the child on assigned work that day and any teacher feedback on that

work that was seen or heard.

The _esulting data provided a very detailed record of what the

child was doing on a minute -to- minute basis. For examp

looks` back attheboard'and writes

cppying-yesterday), and then looks around

and then writes "day," all at onte without

looking at the board -for each . Theneltter-,_

glanceS ever toward tea-din

interact with -her.

but does not '

.(She is reading-aloud "to

herielf.," about three feet_rom-JJ:-

9:52, :He goes back to his writing and writes-without-
-

distraction: 'Matt/he'd,/ the slas.es indicate
. .

where-he looked up at the board-while-copy,Ang)
,

and then looks up at' -(sitting.across the -table



from him) as the teacher is ela'bOrating on.a fact

in the story that S. has just read. (The teacher

reads with individual students at this table. J.

has been called td. that table to Ao his seatwork

after the-teacher saw him talking to a friend

at his desk.) J. looks up at the boaid and then

writeb "a c/old," (the slashes indicate where he

looked up at the board while he was copying.)

The observational data were supplemented with informal conversa-

tions with students about work done that morning,Anorder to tap

the student'S understanding of how-and why (s)he:was doing the

work. -Forexample, the child might-have-been-asked to "show=me

how-to do this page" or "How did you know to choose this'word instead

of that-Word?" Ouestions designed to elicit the child's, understandings

the purpose of the work were "What are you learning about when you

this work?" and "Why do you think your teacher wanted you t9 do

this page?"

The eight teachers were also interviewed both formally and

informally to determine their perspectives on seatwork and Its use.

These interviews are described further in the data analysis section



Data Analyses

-Student data: Quantitative analyses

In order to select students for comparison purposes, ratings

of attention and seatwork performance were made of all narrative

and seatwork data. The objective was to iden fy groups of students

who were consistently responding to-instruction in facilitative

(adequate) or unfacilitative (poc,) ways. After selecting extreme

groups, narrative data were reviewed again to identify what was

common within each group and -- contrasting between groups of students.

It was,felt that a series of discrete ratings of two different

. types of responses- would be a more objective indication-of student

response p4tterns than an observer's or reader's, global rating.

Thus, the quantitative analyses laid the basis:for choosing cases

for -further- qualitAtive analyses.

Because earlier work in teaching effectiveness (e.p,. Brophy &

Evertson, 1976; Fisher et al., 1978) has identified the student

variables_of attention to task and successful performance as .-pre-

dictors of long -term achievement, the first-step was ta identify

students who were-both attentive and successful and students who

were usually neither attentive or successful.

Procedures for ratin sfudent'Attention_and- erfprmance. The

first tep in rating the narratives was to designate distinct epi-

sodes- of academic activity'.. WheneVier,there-was a change in the
-

task the student was-working on, the oompositionOf the groUf) (s )he



was tn, the type of activity required Of tie student,--or-the pres-

ence of the teacher, new episode began. Thus, episodes were as short

as a minute (for very brief seatwbrk tasks, for example) and as

long as fifteen minutes. Within each episode, raters assigned a

score on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 representing almost no atten-

tiot paid to the task or instruction, 3 representing attention to

the task about half of the time, and 5 representing attention-to-

the -task for essentially all of the time ddring the episode. If

the rater. felt .that there was not sufficient data in the narrative

make a rating, then that episode was not scored. Narratives

were not rated by the observer who had written them.

After training, raters initially worked in pairs and achieved

agreement within.one 'point on 88% of 113 episodes. After this

. -

they worked alone. Because the ratings were only going to be used
. -

as a rough estimate of typicAl attentiveness, with the qualitative

analyses playing a more important role; it was felt that this de-

gree of agreement was___sufficient In_no_cases_was a di_sa_greemnt

greater than-2 paints on a 5 -point scale.

Performance ratings were-made for' each separate_statwork as-
-

signment Student performance was =rated 5 if 100% of all answers

-were correct, 3 50% of all answers were correct, and 1 if none

dr almost !no answers were correct. If perfo anee had.not b8en-

no7ed or could not-be rated, -then no -score -was given. Pairs of

_rate 'scored -'81 assignments and-achieved 99% agreement within one

-point. After_this they worked alone.- As with the attention

ratings, the person who observed a child did not rate that child's

performance.:



10

Means and standard deviations for attention and performance

ratings for all target students are presented Table 1, along

with total time Observed, the number of episodes rated for at-

tention, and the number of seatwork assignments that could be

rated for perfOrmance. There are different= numbers of scores

different children, because of different assignments of varying

lengths and -bsences from the room.

Selection of ext-- _e_groupf_of poor and adequate responders.

Earlier research on effective teaching and learning had suggested

that students would learn most easily when most of the time they

were reasonably attentive and successful. In'terms of the rating

scales uled, this would mean that most of the time, students would

have tinge of. either 4 IDr 5 on both scales, indicating that they

were usually attending-and usually successful.-

In order to find students who met this criteria and those who

did not the%percent each type-Of rating that -was below 4 waS

computed, This information also appears in-Table 1. The higher- -
this figurethe less time the .student was-responding in= a way'

likely_ to prothipta learning. For example, tudent_13had

his performance ratings below 4. This means that-moat of the

successful with only half ( less) of the items on his-

seatwork'assignments--clearly a retord of failure. In contrast,

Student 12 had -none of her assignments .rated below -4 This means

that she always performed at or 4,..d.r..s a level:of.81)% _ all items
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These data were then used-to identify students as

demonstrating either poor, mixed, or adequate patterns of re-

sponding to instruction. The criteria elected (based on the

frequency distributions of all students' scores and natural

breaks between clusters of scores) were the following= -A poor

response pattern was defined as one in which more than 15% of the

performance ratings and more than 14% of-the attention ra:rings

were below 4. An adequate respo,- pattern was defined as one in

whidh fewer than 12% of the performance ratings and fewer than

15% of the attention ratings were below 4. A mixed pattern as

one in-which only one condition was satisfied for classification

in an extreme group .e. :attention and performance ratings were

not cong-uent Because these criteria were basedon frequency

distributions,,without student or class identity attached to the

sco es, one source of bias in analyses

selection of students for extreme groups would not be influenced

as eli mated. That is,

by knowledge of the students and teachers by the - person whoitade

the selection.

sp

When these erite

and eight adequate responders were identified. Quell-\

a were applied, a group of eight-poor re-
,

tative analyses of these students! responses \are p sented in

the results section.-

tudent data qualitative analysesS:
one of the main'obiectives,of the study was to move beyond-

superficial analYdes of "time- on-task" and to learn mord\about
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student procesees, that occur during on-task or off-task times.

During the year of Observations, the weekly neetings of the re-
,

search staff generated several hvpothesesabout relevant dimensions

of student responses during seatwork that might distinguish pat-

terms of .adequate- responses from patterns of poor responses.

Three-key dimensions provided a framework for a systematic review

of the -narratives

1. Easiness of_response and awareness of difficulty. These

that it

two factors are related to the students' usual performance

level. The fir -:factor describes the fluency and automa-
,

ticity of the student's cognitive processiag of the instruction

and seatwork. That'is, how much "mental energy" goes into

answering a-question or reading a passage? Although two

ay arrive at the same correct answer or pe'rformance,stude

they may differ in terms of how easily they reached that goal.

Mu' h of the learning emphasized at'-the first grade level,is
, .

the basis -of _later learninl (hence, "basic skills" of reading,

writing, and math) and must be "overlearned"

used fluently as tool-for ether ,tasks=-.:

Therefore,oned-imentAon,ofsuccessful perforthance, in ad

dit'on to objective-accufacY, fluency and automaticity orf

response.- The second factor that may be related to su cess-

fulness may-be the -- awareness of how easy or diffidult a task

.ior oneself Because -An awareness that something is not_

,

understood is necessary for either overt help7seeking



or a covert search for a new strategy (both processes of inter-

est in this study), this was considered an important dimension

of student responses to seatwork tasks.

2. Straitegies for doing work. A student may be "on-task"

but applying an inappropriate strategy for answering questions-

on a seatwork assignment, or failing to use a strategy that

would greatlSr-simplify_the task. An important- question of

interest in the study was the type

to complete

Df strategyused by students

their seatwork assignments. The term "strategy"

is used in a general sense to mean any approach

used by-the-student_to:arrive at an answer. It includes be-

haviors that may have supported learning, such as self talk

about-the reek-or counting on one'S fingers;-aven-if there

was not confirming evidence-from the student or other urce

that the strategy was necessary for successful-performance.

Attention to finishing and awareneSs _of purposes.of

.6ents. During. the year, the observers noted many.instances

f students commenting on-fheir-desire to get work - finished;

and . -at times this seemed
Z-*

-Interfere with their involvement,

with the-cOntent--_Therefore,_4t_was_of in rest todetermine

if this pattdrn was indeed preValent, and if one group :
. _

students,demonstrated it more man another

male
- .

nigh'Ve. low achievers Related to this was student:
--

=

awareness of=rhe purpose of asignments; in terms of

-6r concepts supposedly being taught or practiced.

the skills

Throughout



the year zhe observers questioned students informally (when

time and opportunity permitted) about their perceptions of

the purposes of various nts, and it was of interest
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to know if students' answers to these questions were related

to other patterns of student responses.

ReView of narratives. With these three dimensions in mind,

the narrative records of the po _and adequate responders were re-

read, with all instances noted that provided information about the

three dimensions. Because of tge qualitative and sometimes un --

nature of the data, direct comparisons between Students

were not possible, but-case studies were constructed_ that allow

--irtc-itmlcomarisons between the groups of students.= Four pairs

case studies (of contrasting:studentswithin.classes) appear in

the Appendi)C:of the paper to demonstrate theicind of

used to illustrate each dimension.

ncidents

Teacher data Quantitative analyses

There were sources of teacher data subjected to-quanti-
=--

tative analysis= transcriptions of audiotapes of teacher p esent

tions of seatwork, and two formal teacher interviews (also audio-

=taped arta-transcribed .

Audiota es of teacher presentations. Transcriptions of audio-

-kspresentations were -codedby two person

regUier. observer)-for -Several-aspects of

(usually

unication._

tudents-abOu- taskS. In this paper, data are presented for

.

statements' -abou_ es the assignmen and 2) explana-
-.. -. .



tions of_needed cognitive strategies or:accomplishing the task.

.Purpose statement coded as one of the following cate-

gores. Numbers in parentheses

Table

refe
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to, the variable s listed in

1. No purpose statements were made. The teacher did not

describe.content being- covered or explain why the task was

important. (22)

2. The teacher described the content to be covered but not

a specific purpose for doing the assignment (e, g., "This

page is about the sounds of the letter jil.") (21)

The teacher refer -d to a sne- fie content - related purpose

for the assignment in terms how the task helfis the child

become .a better reader, mathematician, learner etc-.

-"This page will, let you practice the two sounds of the lctter

1, so when you are reading by yourself and see a new word

with a g, yoU ill know,to try both sounds -(20)

Explanations of strategies ere,c ded as any of the

categories,(as-manY as.applie4):

allowing

1. No statement about how to do the. -task wes given beyond

information about finding

= _

your morkbobk. (27)

PDo,pages60Qand 61=in-

-2 Form expectations were included , "Remember 'to leave:

a space,betWeen Tows, and Nark answers with ardles but

you don't have to write the fiords- in the blanks. ") (26)
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3. Procedural directions were minimal explanations of steps

taken to arrive at answers. Procedural explanations did not

include cognitive strategies for deciding on the right answer

(e.g.. "Read the sentences a dcirole the picture that goes

with i .") (25)._

Cues were references to an.iscilatedsubstantiva aspect

of the-task that the student should attend to, but Cues did not spell

out all-.steps thinking through'a task (e.g., "Watch the

signs, because this-page has Noth:plusis and minuses. (24)

5.,-Cocnitive strategies were explicit statements about how

think through the task and decide on the correct answer

g., "Say the name of each picture to yourself. Listen to

the first sound that comes out of your mouth Is it an

4
it is then the word starts with the _-sound and you color

it. (23)

ill available teacher- xplanatiOns_were,doub coded.'

ment on categories foi R.? pose statements was 89% of all,Presenta'

tions coded, and agreement on categories of csrlsIegies explained

was d7 All differences were resolved by the principal investi-
,

gator.

Unfortunately,.only about half of all Seatwork tasks. had pre--

sentation data. available.' The reasons for missing data include:

teachers explained assignments to one reading,gr oup at a:time when

xz)
the observer was toCusedelsewherev explanation-was given before,

--the observer arrived; explanation-was recorded but could not be-
,
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transcribed due tcLclassroom noise, static or low power; observer

forgot tapes or recorder, Therefore, the-missing data probably

does not reflect systematic error in recording one type of explana-

tion, and the existing data is treated as a representative, though

small, sample seatwork presentations. Table 2 includes the

-number of presentatiOns that courd be coded (Variable 19) and

are the basis of the other sCoreS;(Variables 20 through 27).

Interviews. Two formal teacher interviews were conducted_

in Febivary and June. The February interview included questiOns

about how teachers selected seatwork, what factors they considered

in choosing assignments, how and when children received` feedback

on assignments, end teacher standards for tudents telping one

E3

.another and-finiShing work On time Specific questions about the

target students were also asked, including questions- :about teachers'

explanations

attributiOns made-by the.teacher,)

for success and failure by each child -(to-learn, about

the June:interview, the

-teachers were asked to talk about factors they ennsidaredin_assigning,,

challengin .work or very easy work, and they were asked to talk-
.

about each student's progreas"during the yeirin order o determine--

,..-what-factors the teachers-considered in assessing different students.

All interviews were audio-taped and transcribed, then analyzed

the f011oviiiig Ways:

Redhonaes to each question'by all teachers were don

analyzed in'- der to idpntify key dimensions df teacher
. -

about,a particular question. ithin each question, o

thinking'



to eleven variables e defined that described most re=

ld

sponses. There were sixty variables created in all, i-h'

,
each variable associated with one question on-one interview.

2. Each teacher's response to each question was ;revidwed4

and coded for the variables created for that question. For

example, one in Hrview question focused on factors considered

in selectihg 'seatwork. One variable for thisquest n was

'Seatwork provideg-drill and,practice in reading skills."

a

Any.reference in a.teacher's answet that reflected this

thought was coded "'as an instance of that variable.
-

After

completing a tea-cher's answer to-one question, the total

number-of codes for each variable was tallied. Two readers

coded, all interview items, and'differences were reso/Veti,

through, discussion. When both coders "read the same statement,

agreement on, how to code its waehigh (ranging from 927 to

0074. depending o-

several statements

theques on). However, each coder missed

that the othe'fone initially identified as

cod bl o that overall agreement was much lower (from L18%

to .5N%- of total codes entered by eachCperson were

cal). Therefore, the resolution sessions primarily served-
\

the puraose of identifying all possible-codable-starements.

For each teache each question, e;percentage -Sco

for each variable was 'domputed to illustrate the percentoE

codable.statements that fell into that category. In thiswa

teacher differences in talketiveneasswere adr:ounted far in-
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that a teacher served as her own control in terms of relative

emphasis placed on different dimensions . These percents were

.

then converted po ratings'i
- -

to indicate the ethphasis

placed.by the teacher on one dimension relative to all others

that were considered for that-question- -teacher was as-
.

signed. a'-rating of 1 for r-a given` variable if there were no

. instances of statements coded-in that particular category.

_-=-A rating of 2 was given if 1%to- 10% of the codable statements

for that question fell into that...tategoryt A rating of -'core

responded to 11% to 1% of codable Statements falling'ints

A` rating of 4 was:given when 22% to 32%that catego

of-codable statements ken into

4
rating 5,1Ass given when-33% or more of all codable state-

ehat category. A ,

meats fell into thae category. (Criteria for ratings were

based of a frequency distribution of all percent scores. and

the natural breaks-in that distribution-_betWeen' lusters.of

scores.)

4 Rather than treating. each variable as a sepa e:source_

n larger dimensions o teacher thinking about-
.

of-informa

sea twork. ,wel defined and cluster aco es'were comoutedhy

that made upaveraging' ratings: received on

clusters' Appendix B-lists-the separate variables and-
1 -.1

associated interviewquestons) that made up- each cluster- score.
- -

Table 2 reports these cluster scores foreach teacher

the variables

these dithensions,--(wi-th the variable numbers

in parentheses):-



Student outcomes:

a. Emphasis on discrete skills and accuracy without

reference to comprehension

Emphasis on comprehension and%ense-making,(2)

Emphasis on neatness (3,e

d. Emphasis on creativity-(4)

Student processes/behaviors -

a. Emphasis on persistence, completio14 rf assignments (5)

b Emphasis on -effo

e.

confidence (6)

Emphasis onbehavior and coope6ting with the

teacher (7)

Emphasis on student paying attention )

Acceptability of itudents helping on another

with seatwork (9)

In addition to the analysis of each separate question,for

46soc ated :variables, all teacher references:to :individua

target students were analyzed for attributiohal statemen

which were defined as any causal explanatPan for a-student

behavior, performance, metivation personality characte

istics;.. 116th-et solicited by the interviewer or given spontane-

ously by the to fifer. These "statements were coded as- to outcovie
air

(allccessful or appropriate outcome vs. unsuccessful or in-
.

appropriate outcome) and the source of contrbl over the outcome

(teacher-controlled through instruction, behavior management

taskselectiohi student controlled through effort 'or willingness-



or other source of control, through either student ability

end personality or home factors.) Two coders read 55 attri

,butional statements. Agreement for coding-of outcome was

100% and agreement for coding of source of control was

96%. After reaching this level of agreement, one coder-

completed the scoring on her own.
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The frequency of teacher,_

attributional statements as well as the percent of statements

attributed to different sources of control are presented in

Table 2 (Variables 10 through 15).

Teacher data: Qualitative Analyses

Four types of data were available for qualitative analyses:

he-clessroom7nerret-ives-T records aAneluded= in-th narratIves of

informal conversations with the teachQrs about seatwork,' the two

formal interviews, and structuredsummarieS-orinstrmgtional rou

tines and practices prepared by the classroom observers.. These

sources of:deta were used.along with!the quantitative data to-
.

describe how each teacher dealt with four instructional functions

that are related to s4dtwork:

1. Selection of seatwork- assignments.

=Presentation of seatwork.

Monitoring of performance, behavior, and under's ending--

during seatwork.

Evaluation of performance and eedbaok tostudents about

their seatwork.

Case studies'were constructed'foreach.teacher with these

Instructional functions as a framework.
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Student data

The driVirq, question for the entire study has been, "How, does

the quality of day-to-day life-in classrooms vary for individual

students, and what are the plications of these differences for

long-term learning and development ?" Seatwork was selected as

the focus activity for addressing this question because of the

sIgni iti spent-dbing-sCatwork7=7Mbre

specific questions addressed, by-the data analyses were: When

differences. exist between students in the quality of seatwork

experiences, are these differences related-,to teacher effects,

that students in one classroom generally have more productive and

satisfying experiences than students in another classroom? If so,

what teacher factors account for this? Are differences in patterns

of daily responses related to other student variables, especially

achievement level? Do students in lower level achieyement-groups

have less satisfying seatwork experiences, or is their quality of

life similar to higher achievers? Are there differdnces in re-

sponse patterns related to student sex? Does one sex butnot the

other typically respond in a manner that supports learning from

seatwork?

The results of the Student Respnnse Study provide answers ,to

,these questions for aelected students in six classrooms. Although

there is no-objecive evidence that these six lassrooms are repre-

-.sentative of all other first-grade there is-no reason

belie.ve that.--they completely atypical. 711e7teachrs were-
,
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similar in educational level and age to other-teachers- their

-district, and their classroom organizations, routines, and cur-

ricullam materials were similar to many other classrooms that are

familiar to thareSearchers. Therefore, although the. results are

not presented. as universal Patterns., they Are put forward with the

belief that they d9 not represent atypical cases=._

Classrodm differences in frequency of students in $oor and
.

.

adequate_ response groups. - Each of the SiX--ciassroots had least -

one target student classified as a poor.responder and,at least one

target student classified as an adequate responder (see Table 1).

Five the six classes had at least one target student who showed

a "mixed pattern", and the one exception to that trend was a class

with only three target students due to a child who moved during

the year \This pattern suggests that none of the teachers was

uniformly-successful or unsuccessful in influencing her Students':

responses'. \It also means that clask-level analyses of--differences

among mo

_

though them were some differ'

/

ences among the,six teachers, they were

Similar to one another on.several dimensions hypothesized to in
, I

.fluence student,.- esponses, As d,i cu-asAd in the next part of the
i

, : in i ,,

L -- I- ,
. . ,

results section. ,Thus: thehlack of variance among classrooms for
7 -li

1 ' li.
-,overall patterns of responses Means that further-analyses of the

. .

-process data must proceed At the within= lass level.

r

and less successful_ -teachers-is not possible. Al
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Achieve en ou differences in f e uenc of students or

and ade-uate es onsa g OU At the beginning of the year, the

teachers-provided the reading group level of all students for whom

parental permission had been obtained. Selection of target students

occurred within reading groups so. that equal numbers of low and

high group members could be observed. Table 3 presents frequen-

cies of students Who were initially assigded to high and low

-,reading groups-and who demonstrated different patterns of responding'

at the end-of the year. With one exception, all of the poor re-

sponders had been classified originally as low achievers. That

-one exception (Student 8, whose case study appears in-the Appendix)

was moved from the-high reading group to the second lowest group

(out of four) early in the year, so that the original assign-
,

ment was misleading. -Thus, all eight of the poor responders were

membex.s_of lower- achieving eading -groups. Notsurprisingly,_then,

all eight of the adequate responders were originally assigned to

the highest

year;

reading group and remained there througho_

Sex :difference e uenc of students in -oo and-ade uata

Les-or Table '3 -illustrates, ale-and female - students

7were equally represented in the -poor responders category, and 17,

most equally represented:inthe,adequate responders category,

Therefove 'sex was not a predictor of patterns of responses to

seat work.
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The findings presentedebove suggest that all six classro

in the sample were characterized by inequities in the -quality of

student experiences with seatwork. Students who were better

readers were more likely to be attentive 'to classroom activities

and successful on their daily assignments than Students who were

poorer readers. This finding, though cause-for condern, is not

new -hr unusual. Other reSearchers.have demonstrated thatlbwer

achievers are less attentive than higher achievers (Good &

Beckerman, 1978; Rusnock &-Brandler, 1979) and rhat.teacher

ratings of "good work habits" are positivAly associated with-

achievement. levels (Brophy & Evertson, 1.981). Indeed, the asr

sociations between achievement-and stud&lt responSe Variables such

AS attention and success may well represent aline of circular.

reasoning, given-the prevalence of these p.-7t in classrooms.

Hi her achievers are more attentive and successful; and tierefore

higher achievement is always positively associated with these vari-

ables- Because such data are correlational, it has been impossible

to argue which comes firstt the pattirn of student responses or

the ability that presUmably, underfles achievement.

If it could be demonstrate& that inattentiVeness and imperfect

erformance on seatwork were inevitable for loser achievers, then

the findinp-to date would have little significances However ,the

qualitative analyses of the'narrative records -from this study Sug-

gest that there are more factors at hand than individual student

differences in attentiveness-and ability. Indeed. the narrative
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records reveal that seatwork assignments were a qualitatively dif7%

ferent experienc- for students classified as poor responders,

compered to the students classified as adequate responders. This

was primarily because the work assigned to the poor responders/

lower achievers was more often difficult for them, while the ade-

quate responders/high achievers were more often working at assigh-

ments at or below their independent level.

Thus, both groups of studentS- were placed in a situation Where

they- 6-expected to perform work independently-, pe=rsist -until

completion, and use their.knowledge of basic =skills and strategies

to- figure -out answers to questions.- For the adequate-responders/

,high,achievers, this was accomplished easily beCause'they possessed.

the Skills and strategies necessary to do the job quickly,_ without

any ;endue stress= For them, seatwork may not have been challenging

(and perhaps of on " busy wore), but-it could-be-taken--

as a-matter of course a_ part of the school day; ForthepoOr

responders /low achievers, on the other hand, for a significant por-

tion of the time,'they were expected to complete independently tasks

for which-they lacked necessary skills and strategies. As a result,

the Poor-responders developed a .variety of strategies for getting-j.

thdir. ork done that did not contribute tc their practicing and

learning the content that was ostensibly the basis

work assignments.-

the seat-

These conclusions are based on the qualitative analyses of the,

narrative records of the poor and adeqUite responders according _Lo
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the-three_dImensions described in the data analysis section: ease

of answering and awareness of difficulty, strategies for doing work,

and attention to finishing and awareness of purpose of assignments.

Ease of:answe end awareness of difficul By definition,

the poor. responders were less successful on their Work.- This

could be because the students did not try very hard or were care-

less. about what they wrote, or it could be- because the work was,

indeed often too difficult for them to do. The narrative data of

student performance on the seatwork reveals that the latter e-

.plaiation is true: poor responders were more often stumbling and

hesitant on reading text in seatwork, they were more often unable

to coordinate several -steps In 'A procedure that lead to the answ

and they were more often operating from an inadequateconceptual base.

following anecdotes illustrate' this trend:

(Student 8) could not read all of the-words.used
fi

the standard board assignment, Which involved copying sen-

tences with blanks and selectinga word from a list of options.

Everytit_<e he was observed-doing this type ofassignment, he

-Hbecame-stUck becau0e-heUid-not'decode the,key worms ,to

allow:Wad-to' Make the choice and proceed.

Beth (Student ) could only readabout a third of the

,.key-words in .a Weekly Reader article -that students: were to

read-i_'Oider to answer questions thatthey copied from the.-

board. She could notread all!ofIthe questions-either.

Sean (Student was given a,dittd w t nine pictures

Seasonal-:activit was to cut
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names of the seasons that matched the picture. After he

`quickly completed the assignment, the observer questioned

him about He had'matched only two out of eight seasons

correctly, he could not read any of the season's names, and

he was riot sure in what season one sledded, flew a-kite;

Aaron (StUdent -as.to compose sentences with new

vocabulary words listed on the board. He could notread

some of the words, he could not spell most words he wanted

to write, and-he soon bogged down and stopped attending to

task.

Case_studies _for_each_of_thes_e. students-- -e-appended---and

they illustrate that such eXamples were not atypical for them.

1n-contrast,- consider, then

-ST:handers' performance:

il.lustratic ns of the adequate

Dexter (Student 4) composed and wrote a story about

his.family very quidkly and easily, sounding out-reason--

able spellings for wards he did not know. He- as

antic and told the observer, "This is fun!" (Contrast this

-to Sean's -perforMance

his case studY.)

on the same assignment, describ d in

Annette (Student 1 2 ) already knew all of the me--

Patrick's Day. vocabulary included an a word Search.puzzle

introduced by:the:teacher.- She was 'one of. ,the_ few students
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looking for familiar words rather than a more complex task

of .remembering letter patterns of a new word s.t the same

time that the array of lettersis searched for that word.

These exatples suggest that the adequate responders were not

only more accurate in-their performanc but that they achieved-that

accuracy through fluent cognitive processing. Because so many more

concepts and skills had already been practiced to the point of

overlearning the seatwork tasks (that required the'use o-_seatwork tasks those

concepts and skills) were performed almost automa In con-

-trast, the same seatwork tasks often imposed a more complex in-

formation processing load,on the poorer reader, who then responded

poorly as a resdlt.---For a chilZ who does, not automatically r

cognize the words andread.with implicit prediction of.text the

task of selecting one of three similar ,words to go into a blank is

very difficult one, because short- term memory quidkly filled

before enough relevant information has been processed to-Make the

decision about the answer. It is little-wonder thai

the poor_responders did.not_attempt-, "make-sense" of much of their

work and insteadresorted to the kinds.of strategics described in

the next section,

hypothesis considered when reviewing the narratives was
,

that the poor responders Might be less knowledgeable about what was

difficult or less aware that they had encountered difficulty and

Should:. seek `help Althouglvdata were not gathered syitematicall

available_ evidence Suggest that th



responders were indeed often aware that something was hard ar them

or that it did'not ke sense.' For example, Randy (Student 8) ex-

.plained the observer that in the standard 'board assignment, the

teacher would include new words but "I always get stuck on the

(He was right, he often did.) Sean' (Student 1) told the observer-

that the ditto page on the seasons (described above) was hard for

him. Thus, some of the poor responder seemed aware at least some

of the time;when$something did not make sense br come easily to them,

but this metacognitive awareness did not usually lead to an ef-
,

fective strategy for clarifying theirunderdtanding, as described

-in the'next section.

trategtesjot of the work. Observations of the adequate

responders revealed little aboutcovett strategies, although they

usually worked through their assignients quickly and Accurately.

Whenever there was observable evidence of a strategy or studdnt.

report of a mental strategy, it seemedto be an appropriate one.

For-example,- all of the 'adequate, responders were observed At

-some point talkingto_thempelves-about the_ task as they progressed

through it (although this was also true for many of the poor re-

sponders ) Another eXample is of Annette (Student 12) who explained

that she did the word search puzzle by looking Backwards, front-
_

wards, 'diagonally and then -cross it off." For -the- most' -part, - how =

ever, 'the adequate responders were not giving visible signs Of the

mental- strategies they were using- to arrive at correct solutions...

In contrast, the poor 'responders frequently provided:evid'encs
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a strategy, although in most cases the objective-of their straw
.

tegy seemed ta he to get an answer down but not necessarily to under

`stand-the task. This most often occurred for assignments that ,

were difficult for them. For example, consider the perfo mance of

poor responders to the tasks described in the preceding section:

. Randy (Student 8) was unable to read some of the words

on the board assignmeht. Even when he could read some, he

would try-to decide on a word to go in the blank soon as

he =came to thP blank in, the sentence, even if it was to be

the second or third word. That i, he old not read the en-

tire sentence to provide a context for the choice_ When he

could not figure out the answer immediately, he asked another

child for the answer. In this manner, he often was given most

of the answers and was able to complete this assignmenb-with-
,

out learning=to read the new vocabulary words (ostensibly

the purpose of the task.)

Beth (Student 9) who could not read enough,

Reader.article to et the necessary information to

answer the question simply copied the questions and wrote

answers that_seemed logical to her, wiphout consulting the

articles. In-the one instance where-she- did looks she searched

for-a number word to answer "Row -many legs does .e grasShopper.

have "- and came to. the .phrase "Tiveeyesu'in 'the" article, and

copied the' number five. The teacher told the obse er.that-

the purpose-of the assignment was for the-studeneato learn

readfor information, but this was not accomplished for Beth.'



Sean (Student -1), who could- not read the names of the

seasons -etch them to pictures of seasonal activities,

tried at first to sound out the words (as suggested by the tea-
--

cher when .introducing the assignment). He-could- make.the

initial soundA, but dio0t remember seasons that started with

those letters. In spite of this, he quickly pasted the-

labels onto pictures without seeking help. When his

answers were marked wrong, he asked no questions and made

no visible response.

Aaron (Student 13), who was having difficulty composing

sentences with vocabulary words -from the board, wrote one

sentence (which-was meaningless to the observer because the

spelling as cryptic), then Stared into space for a while,

then stayed in the bathroom for five minutes. Later, the

teacher helped him get started on the second sentence; but=

he relapsed into staring soon after. she left. Soon after

that the bell ,rang and. Aaron wgnt,-home

Each of these examples shows how the poorer responders were

able to accomplish ashort-term goal. For Randy and'Bethr-t

strategies allowed them to complete the assignments and thus-go

_to lunch with_ the class._ (In=both of thes- classrooms;Jallurd

finish morning-seatwork meant being late to lunch.) In

Seed's case, finishing-assignment aas the necessary prerequisi

for playing games in -the roOm. For Aaron .there were no parti--

Lit his Svoid-:-oular -consequences of -fail
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frustrating task. Despite the immediate rewards to the children

_o
-_of their strategies, their appioaches to the tasks did little to

further Understanding o.f

the. assignments.

the,content and skills that were part _ c

Of particular interest was help-seeking as a_ strategy:for

resolving -difficulty. It was not possible to compare the.two groups

of students directly on- ttils process, because the adequate respon-

ders $9 seldom were observed in situations where. help-seekingwas

necessary. On the other hand, the poor responders varied a great

deal, in their use of help - seeking strategiqs, and Individuals \ showed

variability across situations. At one extreme is. Bandy (Student 8)

who afted, other students for answers whenever he was unsure about

an item but who Seldom asked the teacher for help even-when -she.-,

was available At the other extreme is-Beth (Student 9) who was

never-observed asking for help, even though she seemed to know that

she had written incorrect answers when the observer was talking to

her about her work.

As discussed in the section on teacher data, in no classesl

Were there regular. ayste S in place through which studentsoould-
.

easily- and leg imately get_help._and=-teachers-did7

the importance of seeking help during their presentationS of seat-.

-work. Therefore, it is perhaps sqrprising.that stAdents

not seek heirwhen they

help in majadaptive ways.

ecognized oblem or hat they

did

Ought.-
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ur oses of assi =nments.

Another hypothesiggBduE differences between the response groups

was that poor responders may have been concentrating only on get-

ting finished, while. adequate responders were more aware of the

content-related purposes

work more _thoughtfUlly.

atically on this

seatwork.and therefore approached their

Although'idata' -ire-not collected system-

was not possible to question students

about purposes cfassignments during every visit) available'EVi-

dente suggests'that the hypothesis -is not cam letely supported.

TherAVas mote-evidence among some (not all) poor responders _

focus on finishing,- As illustrated in the following examples:

Itandy (Student 8) exclaimed with delight that "It's done!"

wheh he finished a paper. Ile later told the observer that

he did not like assignments to write stories because "it

takes so 'long, and then I'can't play."e-
Beth (Student 9) kept-comparing progress on boardwork

with her neighbor as they engaged in a competition to finish,

the copying assignment'first.. Whenever she.r-ched the -end'

Of a-sentence, she raised her hands in -a silent cheer.

RiChard (Student 10)4inished a worksheet and/said

to himse

done."

A

"There, I didn't understand -that it

Adequate responders were

progress with

them-. They d

approach-_,-did

ccasionally observed to compare

-another student, but this was not frequent for-

work =through their assignments steadily,-but their

not suggest.a preoccupation with-kettipg done,

f,



The second Aspect of the origlhal-hypothesis was that adequate

sponders understood more about the content-related purposes of

assignments. Ho- per, no student in the study - consistently ex-

plained assignments in terms of the specific coutedt, instead tel-
.

ling observers that "it's just our work" or "we learn to read". For

.those few nstances where students were more specific about content,

both:poor responders and adequate-responders were represented.

Conclusion.. The poorer response oatterns of the ]ower chiever

can do little b t Perp_etuate continued low achievement and frustra-

tion with classroom learning tasks. These datA demonstrate graphi-

cally how the "the rich get richer, the poet get poorer" in- class-

rooms. The long -tern effects of poor response patterns are. felt

in both subjett-matter achievement and in the development-of more

general metacognitive strategies.

Instructional research in classroom suggests that basic skills

reading and math:are acquired.most easily when most practice is

.at a, high level of success and new w-material is introduced in small

-steps at a gradual rate, with time and'practice enough to-solidi-
-

Y_neW.___skillsand_concepts(trophy7& Good,-in Press). -Yet

these 7ix,cIassrooms- the Students who needed the most i a -tion

reading were the ones whose seatworkoften had the exact'oppo-',

site characteristics: it was difficult because the gaps between

the s:dent' n wiled a and= the-knowledgere+ uired-forT--thetask--

were too.grdat the child to bridge independently. Thus, the

large amount of their-aIlocated:Instructional,time that was spent
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in seatwork was not contributing proportionately to their reading

growth., . Although some of their assignments did provide practice

at-4 reasonable level of difficulty, much of their seatworktime-

didr_n_t contribute much to theit'learning about reading skills:

Just as important (although perhaps less obvious) is another

-long -terms outcome that may be influenced by the seatwork experi-

ences p or responders metacognition, especially metacognitive

strategies involved identifying difficult); and eking sense of

new or unknown situations.

The experiences of the poor responders suggest,that one re-

suit of a combination of inappropriate (i.e., too difficult) ea-

signments and an emphasis on completing' work may be that students',

toile to define successen seatwork in terms of completion instead

of understanding. This way. of defining. success may occur for all

students but is more likely to be detrimental to students who

have a difficult.time with much of their work. In this study,

these were students originally-classified as low achievers.

High, usually were more successfdl andsthus were pro-

bably gaining more frA,the practice opportunities afforded- by

seatwork. As a re ult---the high achievers (40mpared to lows)-,

y have-dome to expect their reading seatwork to make sense to

them, because it was more often,assimilable.(_ atthe1_,

pendent level").

If this pattern_continues, it may help the high achievers,

.develop adaptivelearning-toiearii skills aS they_dontinue through

"%chool, because when something does not Make se or seems con



fusing,.. it will be an unusual event. Therefore, it will be salient

and likely to trigger action to reddce confusion and /or add nehessary

information. This highlighting of unexpected misunderstanding may

help further the development ofmetadognitive skills (which aid

in information-seeking to reduce honfusion), even though formal

classroom-instruction seldom is focused on the'development of

such skills.

On the other hand, low achievers, who more often had assign-

ments:that mere difficult for them, may be less likely td expect;

their work to make sense. Because sense or meaningfulness not

expected, a lack of sense i.e., recognizing that you do not under-

stand) is not unusual If something is unusual, then-it is not

as likely to serve as a signal that something is wrong.and ieeds

resolution. However, other elements of classroom life are pro-

bably more predictable to low achieverS than assignments'miking

sense. The rewards and sanctions attached to finishing work and

covering content are very predictable, at leastin\the six class7

rooms In this study. Given unpredictability about h w easily as-

signment can be comprehended, it is not surprising low

achievers may focus their immediate goals while doing s atwork-

n the predictable elements, such as-the need to "get done"

and move on. Over time, this approach may interfere with_the

d-evelopment cif_ ineffeognitive skillarlow students -to be-

come better guides of their own learning.

higher achieVers'areamore likely to .ea -1-more, about

learn from their assignments as theyimogreserthrough
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school, contributing to a widening gap between higher and lower

achievers over time This .phenomenon can not be attributed an-.

tirely tv the aptitude differences between high'andlow- achievers

(although those may be influential as well). The point here is that
- 2 .

the history of a student's experiences with schbol tasks can-in-

fluence expectations that assignments, text, instruction, etc.,

can and shout make sense. These expectations in -turn will

nuence a studenes.responsaS to difficult or novel ituations,-

which determine what is learned from many academic and other)

experiences.

So far,- the results, have emphasized what happened.

Students in the clessr

important. su22ested hew the. situation could he -chanaed. The

next section presents_the data on the six teachers, and sheds

s, but have not explained why, br, more

-:light on_ how poor. .patterns of responses want undetected.
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Teadher data

One of the most difficult aspects of classroom life for

teachers is the multiplicity and simultaneity of 'classroom demands

th `ir attention (Doyle, 1979). Thus, they cannot possibly ob-
.

serve students as continuously- or as intensely as can an-

obse- with no other responsibilities: For this reason, it is
ti

not surprising that these teachers frequently did not see the

resp6nses reported= above. Indeed, It is t ical that seatwork

is conceptualized as necessarily an "independent" work activity

that-occupies one group of students so that teachers will be able

to devote their full attention to another group. The results

in this study do not deny any of the above teacher perspectives.

However, they do suggest:that the way the four, basic instruc-

tonal functions were construed and carried out in the six class-

rooms minimized rather than maximized some students' chances for

raking adequate responses. -Additionally, routines associated

with these functions Often did-not help teachers to obtain

needed information about students.

example from one of the narratives illustrates these points:

It appears -that Student:10 is finished witlihis workbook.

in his desk:He has done it rather quickly and he puts

drawer and zooms ov0r to get'drawing paper.T_ since he is

finishing copying sentences and now must illustrate them.

to read the-sentence that:he wrote or-number'cine. H_ 'gets

"tip", but he can't seem
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a great deal of effort trying to sound out the words "have"

and " "fun'", but he Can't get them. He says, "have," and it

doesn't make sense to him, and he just can `t get the word

"fun." I can see that he is very uncomfortable about it

and dealing with a lot of frustration. For a moment he

looks like he is going to cry and then he does break out

into tears. He decides to ask the girl across from him to

help him read. the sentence. He says, "Jessita,"

pronouncing the "c" sound in her name) and she looks away

from him. He gets up out oft his seat and then he sits

down again. He is still crying and he says,to himself,

"I can't get number one. -.I finally reads it for him.

She says, "See Tip have ft_t end' tells him to, make Tip

havingIun. He says,"If I don't have it finished by

11:00. and then lets the rest of -the sentence dangle.

- 1 can See that as he starts to try the second Sentence,-*

he is coming to-the same, problem. He can't read the words.

The sentence says; "Tim and Ben can go," and he just can't

cope with it and starts to cry again. This a boy

across the table and down a bit sees hi crying and says;

"What wrong?" Student 10 says, "I can't read number

two," andso__the=child_reads it-for-him-and-says' "Just

make them go any way," and Student 10 hurtiedlymakesa.
- .

picture, He -comes to the'nextsentence which.aaYs,'"See



a green turkey." He reads the "See" and "a" aloud and

then just struggles to try tci get the word "green" and

the word "turkey" but it's just hopeless. He asks

again for work. Ile says, "I'm on number four. What

does it say.?" And she responds, "Make the

Mayflower go." He makes the picture', again hurriedly,

and he looks up at the clock again and again to see hoW

he is doing for time. A little boy to the left of him

-helps him with the next one because he is still crying

and looking very distraught and so he has managed to

underptand from this little boy that this sentence says,

'Jackie can have a red sack,' and he makes a ,picture:

NoW, he on number six and he tries again, struggling

with every word. He gets "1", but ha can't get any

further. He tries the "1 ".- The sentence really'says,

"I like a-yellow-iurkey " but he can't get any further

than the "1" sound on "like":and then he skips and says

"a" and they "57Y1-y",-hut he can't:get the "Yellow"

and hecan't get the "turkey",- and he is just terribly

distreased and still:crying'about it Another student,

S. walks br.his desk and he askp-her to help hiln:With

that but what he has written for the word "like" on his
7

page is "lik" and-'- the little girl who elks by him reads

it as "lick" and she's puzzled by this. She says to
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:The other student says; likea vellowrurkey.

Student 10 takes this in. He looks very surprised, as

though he doesn't understand the meaning of the sentence.

But he makes his picture in a relieved way and quickly

takes his paper over and putp it in the box,

In the above example, Teacher C, busy with a.- reading.

was not aware of the frustration the observer was witnessing or

the reasons for this frustration that related to task difficulty

and the student's lack of strategies for getting help.. Similar

conditions and episodes were recorded in other classes, forming

a common pattf-trn, even in the classes of two teachers-in

the sample (C and D) who, during the teacher interviews, expressed

!their concern for student understanding and sensemaking regarding

seatwork assignments.

Selecting seatwork assignments

Observational data showed that more than 60%-of theassign-

ts were given to the whole class in four-of the observed

classroo_ (See Table 2, variable 17) For two -Uthese teachers

the figure was over 90 7;'. The remaining two still assigne1 at

least one third-of their seatwork-.tasks-to the whola'class.

This probably accounts for the preponderance -of too difficult

seatwork encountered-by the low achievers.

Because the research-team was interested-in teacher_

tboughtsre3arding the assignment of'diffidult work, a queStionL

about challenging Assign =nts.wasAncIuded in theintdrvieW.



When discussing assignments 'of high challenge, 1 teachers

mentioned appropriateness for students -as a dimension of

their.thought, but gave it lower emphasis than other dimen-

stone. Two teachers, and C, gave high emphasis to their

goals in giving students work of high challenge but only

teacher D gave high emphasis to the strategies necessary for

student accomplishment of these goals. Teacher C reported

that she wanted students to engage their own thought-processes

in more difficult assignments. (One example is the Weekly

Reader assignment described earlier for Beth.) Observational
.

data, however, suggest that this seldom happened in thi case

of low target students in that room; whose work on assignments-

of high challenge reflected low success. The teacher indicated

pleasure, however, that these students showed at least a

limited degree of understanding.

Even when seatwork was assigned by reading%group, however

me students_had problema.'with.the level of difficulty.. For example,

Now Randy is back to writing:- "Meg-is getting the-

kitty."' He stopped to think about what word goes in the

blank, decid it's getting and then says out loud "She.

said that would-work." This showed me that he

teniag, At leaststo this part of the directions when .the

teacher was talking about the interchadgeability

Words getting and patting in ;sentences .1 a--ed

He starts reading: "She is, and 7 the instead o
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reading the rest of the words in the sentence, he= looks

at all the choices and it will be remembered that there

were two of these words in the beginning that caused him

trouble.

At this point, -he has no context the sentence at

all. All he has is "She is" and then he's looking at the

choices without reading further.. He tries to sound out

the word talking and can't quite Make sense out of it.

gets something like "Tel-king," and,this makes no sense to

him. This is the kind of frustrating situation that he can

often be In With a sentence that make; him want to. give up,-,

copy off somebody else's work, ask them what to do, etc.,

because he's pretty much buffaloed by it.

I decide to intervene at this point and 1 Ask him to

-read: all the-other:words.in the sentence before he tries to

decide which word belongs in the blank. His attempt.to.get

the word picture- is such laborious project theta would

think-that-anyone who is analyzing this data shoUld listen

to

_

It from the tape rather than a typed:transcript because

you can't really capture the effort that's going into this

and the difficulty-of the task for him in sounding out this-

word picture and putting it, all together to make sense out

of-the sentence. When he finally gets the word picture, he

'
\

still has to be helped to see that the word talking doesn't
\ ..-- --

fit into.the sentence. He doesn't know that word and 1 help
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him with it After he gets it into his mind that the word

talking he can put it into the sentence and say, "She

is.talkinghut a picture," does not make sense. Then,

help him to see theyord cutting at the very top of the list

and he can easily see how cutting can fit into that sentence

and make sense.

The nature of the' assignments may have played some part' in

this. While one teacher relied on commercial materials entirely,

the others used a mix of commercial and teacher-made assignments.

There were many toucher-made assignments that were creative

and intaresting,.there were also many that were flat in terms

of meaning or context, as examples (a) and.(b), below, indicate.

Ben can

Meg can

Morn. (have, help)

a cat. (haVe, he115)

Dad . not look. (cote, can)

Mom, Beni can "coma. d can)

Tim-can

6. _Come and

help, come, go)

(look can)

you can have

b Dan sits on a red box.

Ben has It red fox.

Jill has brown sox.

David has a gray, ox.
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Another issue that relates. to the difficulty leve

assignments is the timing of seatwork assignments and forma

teaching of the content Boardwork assignments usually were

not geared.to.reading group instruction, although most workbook

assignments were In at least tine case, low targets seemed to

have less difficulty with workbooks than with the teacher's= own,

board assignments, which contained more difficult vocabulary.

In spry, the data on teacher selection of seatwork sheds

light on why vo-many assignment's were difficult for the'poor_.

responders. Many teacher selections of dhatwork were made with
, 4, ,

the whole class in mind, so,that lower achievers often lacked

necessary skills and strategies.. Even when assignments were

given to ability-b sed.groups, they were still difficult, for

some loW! ding.group membes- Some teachers saw value:in

challenging work, but only7one teacher 'Spontaneously discussed-
.

ehqAneed-for teacher strategies to help-some students. deal with

challengingrassignments when those had been pelected -,Other fac-

tors thatntight Influence task difficul y. and student responses

were the greater elative.difficulty of some reacher-mada assign-

ments beCause of lack of contest and lack of,linkage'to reading

g instruction.nstruction.

presenting seatwork assignments

Table 2 summarizes-data from in-crass recordings of teacher

presentatiOns-of seatwork-adsignments. The percentages, of presen-

/tations.
. .

tations. with cues or "hints' elp students
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pkocedural directions wire high (VAiables 25 an0 26). On-the
F.

other hand, presentations containing- statements of 15171rpose-or.,

,thbassignment, (Variable 21) and-explict descriptions of the

'cognitive strategies_ necessary for successful perforMance were

extremely low -and for -some tea hers nonexistent. These data

are interesting in light of all students' inability to-describe',

specific content-related purposes of\assignments, and in light of.

the feW task-relevant strategies-used by the poor responders.

In the JuneAnterView teacher's were qiskedtheir opinion'

of-providing students with some notion oaf the purpose of the

assignment. .Their answers indicated that most of the teachers

had' given a great deal of thought this question: For

example, .teachers stated:

Teacher B:

Well, I think that is:pretty typical because perhaps

we as teachers don't emphasize what a particular thing is

that we're doing, I do, .,for example,- emphasize like' when

we were doing the I wouldsound- like =end IL

say, "Well, e -e talking about the 'y' sound- that makes the

sound of-vi." Or, I would say the 'ay

-noun thet_phonics _world, ilemphasized_that7,-andthen

in he'othe s, I would say., "We are learning.phese words

as e',re making sentences."' Or "We are.learhingtouse

these words_. "' But ordinarily many .times I would say a teacher

probably doesn even emphasize-'What they are learning.



just their work.. I 'have a feeling that we're all guilty

of that.

Teacher E:

You don't do that every time with aseatwork paper.

There are times when you stop and. pull that idea.out, though,

and say,to the children, "This is what I want yoU to get

out of it." Other times, you just expect them to know. .1

think we assume a lot, and I remember one time I was going-

to read a story celled Meaw brook- 'farms. I said,

a meadow?" Ni idea. So by the time I explained meadow

an&brook, I read the story the next.day becaUse we_had

already used all of our time-allotment=to,get across a'

couple of concepts. If -ego along assuming, and we do:a

lot of the time, you've got to pull lt down.

because tha_ isn't_a point emphasiai.

-_for me. These things Are repeated over and over..

hammer

--reacher

hammer and they've got to be aware, of .what's going on.

would like tip think that althoUgh you wouldn't

this_ skill goingto cover -today is finding the words
/
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that have the ending sound tot or '" or whatever, but,

you know,why keep it from them? l th-Piak that l try to

say, "Now all, the words you're going to-use today are going

to have this -.sound.:, so look for that and let's remember't:

and sometimes we'd really ham it up and say, "Ad, ad, ad,

ad," or, you know, just do different silly things with it

that maybe when they got back to their seats or had it exposed'

a little bit later they could say, "Oh, yeah, that's the

Observations of the six classrooms yielded other data about

Leacher presentations." Teachers often

a process variable, especially with regard to listening-to direc-

value student attention as

titans.- -7ee,of the teachers in the.sdmple, had ways signalling

students thatthey wanted. their attention,- and some of these were

creative and: interesting,- For example,- one teacher (0) began

"Have you got yout-presentations

earal.,tt,

"Here-we-go! II

7TMXID

ciers. did

instances
- _

f

with participation exercise:

am!") "Have you got your eyes?" ("Yes,- maam

her teacher clays began assignment presence

I!

signal in this. ann_ i and the obgerVer..redorded

st ent talk and behavior.during task

indicating that 41eir,atientIon was elsewhere.
1\.

A strategy used bywc teachers in the sample

to elicit the expIenation:of the assignmen

presentations

themselves=

m the students
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When I write this, yoliknoW it's your group and you've

learned to read this in your reading, so if you know if yOu're

in the "Go-Read" book or-the "Get_Ready" book, this is the

kind jf work that you're going to do, but I'm going to

ask If somebody has A clue, because we haven't done this

before. If you have a clue as to what I want you to-do today,

if you're in--"Go Read" and "Get,Ready," what do 'you think

I want you to do. Well, what do. you-think I'm going to,put:-

in that:missing line? Did you know what.I was doing? What,

am I making? Boy, are you smart You're making a pattern.

Then, and then you write Do you know what

you're going to write next. Why.don't you all help me -ead?

:an tell e, what ,does this- mean to you?

"Here's a piece,of paper. I want you to place these on

your paper. NWhat are you going to do first? Next? Mho

A standard form &'f explanation by two of the-tehehers was

ding g-over it together,". For_example, a stu.ent -would be called,

on individually

sentences and fill the blanks.

read the words a _field and (2) read_ the

tudents had a

chance to learn what the answers were before the activiq-began

if they could listen and remember. Observations Showed, hOwever,

that the lower ..achievers were. not always familiar enough With

vocabulary

In soMe-claksrooma,

benefirfroi this "one time through" osure.

o explanation at all wad-given for some

assignments In one classroom dittos were- picked- -up bY'the
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'children as they entered with the assumption that they would

start,right away. In another the teacher taught the format

successive steps.during the earlier part of the year., At a

certain point, children were expected to know how to copy the

sentences, fill in the blanks and draw the appropriate pictures,

so that all the teacher said to the students was "You may get

your reading papers,"

Other observational data raise he,issueof!thepercentage

of time in the presentation actually devoted to explaining the-

task versus other considerations such s-the Communication Of

ePectations about behavior and what to do when finished. One

particularly telling example was the following

Now, f your hands.a -6-folded-and yOu are looking.at

ill know that you are ready for directions. I cer-

tainly like the way this girl is ready, these two people

are ready. -I certainly like the way he is ready;

Bo is beauti Just beautiful! Lbt me see.who else

ready? Okay, would you lock this way, please? Would you

look- this ay -Good- boys and-girls !- Go-read- and- get- ready .-----

this kind of paper,- except (Mrs,We:already know

B.) is looking

pictures and wr

good detectives:who can do a nice job of-

. .

:notice -,liethingi they had

words,- and if Cindy and Theresa

at did yOu have, Theresa

sticker= And this tells us

something on their- name card.

something,. tells-them that
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last week theylsd such beautiful words and pictures on .

their seatwork, and they worked so quietly without dis-

turbing anybody that they had the privilege when their

work is done that-they can quietly, they may quietly read

books, may get blocks to take to their seat.- They may do

those things because they have proven to Mrs. B. that-they

are doing a good job. .Charlie, you need to listen! . No

when you have proved to me that you havt good writing,

you're listening todirections, you have nice pictures,

We'll put a dinosaUr,on your name card. Watch for it.

We're-going'to do two things: we will put your nice work

up by your name AND we will put dinosaur picture on yours,

and then that means that you may go and .play with those

things. Howelmr, if i have to stop reading and say,

'Please be quiet,!,I can't.put a dinosaur sticker on your

card,because yodixe disturbing the room. You need to do

your work without talking: Yes. (Ans erschild question.)

"Okay what letters

Set book?"

"What do we see? Well, it is an i sect. Another one?

Igloo. And I think \we won't go over

going to.look.for in_our Get

Ink. Another One?

all of them because the tithe. The other, letter

looking for is--can you all say

e are,

There are tWo_things

I Want you .th do Remember, put your letter?.-ii

aye write your word and-make yOur - -that'
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make a picture. Letter, word and picture with your lips

locked, When you,',are through, do you see on the corner Of

my dsk-I've put some paper? You'll see.a box. What you do:

is come, make'sure your name is on them and up there,

tells your name, put a here-. Fold

here and then you may.get the clay out While I'm-pasing

the paper out, will my people

take your pencils and go'up .to- readin-

in the 'Places and-Puzzles

sugary, the main issues regarding seatwork explanations

relate whether pr not explanations are-given and (2) the

-nature of the explanation itself, whether references to

purposes and cognitive strategies are included, indicated

that_they were not. Other issues are attention signalling, the

balance o time between actual explanation and other considera...

tions. 'Although there were differences among the teachers in

routines for presenting seatwork, they were all similar In that

most presentations were a matter of routine rather than an

ocdasmo udents about elevant skills and strategies

and hoW assigntents cbuld -cont learning.

-Mon toring':--Ooatwork

The instructional- function` of seatwork- monitoring Is:in

many ways the most- difficult of the four to perform .adequately:

is- is due ta.-the fact' -'that

7
attention -is focuSed elsewhere
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Interview data about seatwork monitoring consist` of responses

to-questions about (1) checking and returning papers, (2) preferen-

ces as to what children-should do when stuck, (3) acceptability

of students:helping each other and' (4) k skills considered-in

assessing students' progress.

Table 2 shows that those dimensions most emphasized by

teachers in their thinking about student processes were per-

slstence and completion of assignments (Variable 6) -a deffort-

and Confidence (Variable-7). Students helping Other studentd

0=th seatwork (Variable 10) as very acceptable to three of the

teachers.and somewhat acceptable to.the Others, although there

e few, instances where formal systems of student helpers were

in place.

Observations. data also provide much data about monitoring

and help-seeking routines. In three of the classes there were

instances of teachers. circulating around'the room between

reading groups said at other times when student,work was'in-progress-

_One-of-the-teachers-allowed-interrupt 'ons of-the-reading group

of students with questions-about seatwork. Another teacher took

the opposite pOsition..."Unless!you're din, don't interrupt-

e facilitative pattern o

monito ng occurred in the Clagsreom,of one, of the teachers who

was fortunate-enough to have

in th

the assistance of two other adults.:

In thia.classroOM

which occurred simultaneously:

noted examplea of .substantille.

wzt.:Vaat"
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feedback,to-students about their seatwork which included re-

explanation and questioning..

Observers did not see, in any classes, any evidence of existing

procedures for teaching ,children self - monitoring (1 dhecking

to see If work made sense).

In short, thereriS some evidence for monitoring: per-

formande across the sample of teachers. However this was not

usually the occasion for substantive feedback,that contributed to

student understanding (except for one case, where annide was

also present.) Observations 'did shoW,' however, that most of the

. -

teachers gave verbal feedback to the students about their

behavior and attention to task that equalled or exceeded the

Amount of performance-monitoring.:- In fact, -four teachers imposed.,,

penalties (not going to lunch) for failure to complete word, and

attributed failure to finish to sociability or "immeturity.P.

However, as observations of students reveal,- delayemay

always be due entirely to student inattention or misbehavior', as

the first anecdote about Student 10 indicates on page 40.

In sum, systems for monitoring students during seatwork time

were geared to gather-information-and'provide:feedback on itudpht-

task rather than student. understandingbehavier and attention t

and performance. Help-seeking :systems-were

and predictable, so that anindividuaiTstudentwh

difficulties could hot know for sureWhether and when a reliable

source help :.would be available. (There=were occasional
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exceptions to this,' especially Teacher A, who would offer help,

at the end of the morning's worktime. However, that meant that

the lower reading group, who had seatwork time first, had

wait over.a_ hour.) This was:not a problem for the adequate:-

responders, who seldom needed, help, butthe lack of assistance

may have contributed to the poor responders' reliance on their.

own maladaptive stuategleS'in the face of difficulty. AlSo

possibly contributing tc

cating to students their

and task completion, all

by the students.

Evaluation and Feedback

this outcome were teachers' communi-

aluing of persistence, independence

of which assume that work is "doable"

Students

In addition to information regarding the checking

returning of daily papers interview data provided information

:What the teacher looked for in terms of overall pra,,ress.

t of the teachers indicated that papers were checked and

students thin-one-,day, --Observational:data suggested,

hoWever, that teaching evaluation as -based primarily on

accuracy -and -- neatness of the product.

The data on teacher thinking relative to student progress

bears mentioning again undo= this heading. Only one teather in

the sample emphasized-sensemaking:mo _ than assistance, effort-

. -

and independence. Thus, most feedback to students (and.possiblY

parents) also: emphaslied persistence, fort- and .independence,

all of which are factors presumed- to be under th control of s

mffhlm.fealssit.,,,estsiuszh.. fartsVarEgVatlettri.2.05,1vArillk,fgerlre
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A related set of interview data describe teacher attributiOns

success (Table 2', Variables 11, 12, and 13 ) and failure

(Variables 14, -15, and 16). When considering student success,

two, teachers,F and- -F-,-- attributed higher percentages of success

references to student-controlled variables than teacher-controlled

variables, while the opposite was true of three others with

one splitting evenly between teacher and student-controlled

facXors,

As regards references to student failure. there was a strong

-trend to attribute failure to student-controlled factors with

the exception of Teacher -A and,- to some extent, Teacher D.

Thus, although the teachers sometimes` Saw-themselves as contributing

to student'failure to complete assignments correctly, they tended

to hold the Student responsible for many instances of such

-failure. IrLcases of.-poor responders faced with difficult tasks,

the, attribution of off-task behavior or poor performance to lack

of effort or caring seems unfair to say the least.', Zowever the

achersnsually aid not, see the patterns of responses seen by the

obsery and so their attributions,are based-on less informat

In summary, the issues that appear to st Important:.

regardingevaluation and-feedback to 'students are (1)_the=possibla-

overemphasis -in evaluation on's. product with deceptive-indicaiot

udent underStanding, (2) the notion of-.giving possibly

-iaappropriate feedback to y_harder, work more

-Instead of playing or socializing and '( )-the-de.emphasis on student

understanding as a valued:outcome in assessing -student growth.
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Conclusions. Before drawing any final conclusions concerning

the -four instructional functions of selecting, presenting; monitor-

ing and evaluating students' seatwork, a.few general comments are

in order. The observational datawere much richer than may be

apparent here, and included descriptions of creative, perceptiVe

and humanistic arrangements and activities that occurred in these

classrooms to facilitate student learning. All of the teachers

were concerned about children learning to read and were inter-

ested our'research as a way of increasing their own knowledge.

Thus, these results should not be interpreted as blanket criticism

Committed,caring,and conscientious.of the six teachers, who were

individuals,.

As has been Previously mentioned- reaChers do-not

y of making sustained and detailed observation3

Student processes, especially-during sentwork times.

have the-

f individual

Therefore,

it is not surprising, that they were unaware of the limiting effects

on students of some of the less-than-ideal conditions rePorted in

this -= investigation,- Teachers usually had reasons- -and.- rationales --

. for their'thoughts and actions-that made logical sense on the basi&

of the data available to thei and their own implicit theories of.

how children l arned. The value of this study will be to provide

teachers 'with additional data and alternate conceptual sdhemes on

which to base their decisions -about the four instructional functions

related to seatwork.'-.1t:should notbe.:tonstrued as yet anothar

:expote about at:Es _ngwith teachers.'

data suggest .that saatwork a.s it Is typically handled/_ .
often hab unintended-consequences for these- students who,need the
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most from the teacher--the lower a hievers. These unintended con-
!

sequences stemmed mainly fo'm (1) assignments that were too diffi-

cult for some students to handle independently without frustration

when supporting instruction---ancl--immedlatee is not avail-

able, and 2) a focus (by both students and teachers) on processes

such as pe sistencef effort and task completion rather than under-

standing.

Some suggestions for teachers: Making seatwork work. Teachers

who' wish to maximize the poesibility that low achievers will bene-

from their independent seatwork assignments may be interested

he following suggestions regarding the four instructional

functions.

level

Select n ssi-n ents.

where students

.Independent

really do it:Independently, preferably at

about.. 57 ..success rate, (Brophy & Bvertson 1976) or adequate

-provisions should be made for students to iden y difficulty and

obtain help. For poor responders, this may mean selecting assign-
/

ments that occur soon after Instruction on the particular skill if

it is new, and emphasi2ing the importance of taking steps to

solVe confusion, understand test,. and -7male sense"-of tasks. .

Presenting assignments. Explanations that highlight-what the

tUdents-areiearningend why it is useful may contribute

stndent-nnderstanding of the task. Work 4.n prOgressby Duffy,

Roehler, and Book (1982- indicates. that.,such-explanations do -.:

indeed affect students' understanding of purpose,- which,` hopefully,

helps 'them focus their attention on relevant aspects of the task;

achieving stuilente might model how they them-
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selves would think about the task. Presentations might also contain-

statements about what students Should do when "stuckin and about-the

need for the assignment to make sense. t would not be enough to

ange_teacher presentations without alSo modifying task

selection, monitoring,, and help-seeking mechanisms, but explicit

presentations could provide students with the information they need

-to take advantage alternate organizational patterns.

Monitoring- assignments.- Obviously, the need for monitoring,

which is the most difficult function for teachers to perform, will

be minimized if there is '..a good match between the student and task.

difficulty and if explanations are as explicit as necessary for a

given student. However; knowing whiCh students are most likely to

need monitoring and making ontact with them early in the seat-
.

work. period' in order to provide substantive leedbaCk would be bene-

ficial. It is important to recognize that the effectivene s of

explanations deOends on the listening comprehension the student,.',

who may. lack the'necessaryNcognitive structure to understand and
.

.

-' -:--reMertIbe-..,all_..terms and steps -given the first time through.' That

failure to remember and,follow directions maynot:ba due e-t

to pay atstudent's unwillingness

In the form of

ention. Some -children, need help:

- .

. .

to make sure thaIt they

have necessary information to complete assignments meenigfully.

imely teacher monitoring

Questions and statements to students during:work

nderstanding may be-more profitable in the

aboutabout

s about behavior,.-Persistence and task cOm Firi4ly;
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"learning

partner"..may be desirable andvoUld Allow the teacher tcrp ovide

other resources to children-than herself:or himself. However, data

from this study suggest that such a learning partner system would

have to be set up carefully' with children taught how.to help one-

another and not just give answers (as occurred with Randy, whose

teacher often designated an Andividual on,the spur of the moment

to help another, child.)

Feedback and evaluation. The point has been made abundantly
,

,

about the value of two-way feedback between student and teacher

about the mistakes of, poor respadders. Perh appropriate naxim

might be "stars (and X's) ,are not enough." 4)ata in this study sug-

gest that teachers may lash to reflect seriously on the attributions

they make for stvdent success and failure, faking into account

some
1

of the reasons identified here for; poor performance., Finally,

thetlethodology"of:this-study hihlights-the."desirability of bringing
.

in an outside observer - -a parent, principal, or another teacher--

for focused observations of children who consistently respond

poorly in their se ?twork assignments.

Future Directions--

The Student Response Study was conceived originally as an

effectiveness study, in..which the variability betweanclassrooms

and teachers could' be related difference in stAdents! patterns:

,0Cresponses to seatwork. Although the

of effectiveness study,

Sample' size s Tow-for

felt.that there woUld-be sufficient.-
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illustrate dimensions of effectiVeness, with- rich anecdotal student

data. However, seatwork in the obse d classroomg was handled in

similar ways,
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sb that there was little variance at the classroom level

on variable that had been hypothesized to be critical. However,, with-

in -class analyses revealed that a common pattern existed in all si

the observed classrooms: higher achievers were more likely than:

lower ac ievers to respond t seatwork:in a manner that 'could facilitate

lear:ling- It is Impossible with these data to 'determine causes of

these student response patterns, but certain patterns of teacher

hdvior and thinking seem-reasonably'related thenbserved student

pat_4.rns. -These-h =othesized relatinnsips and possible long -term

consequences of stude_t response patterns were described.in the

"conclu'sion" sections of the Results.

Thus, the major result of the study has not been a set of clear

relationships between instructional practice and Student outcomes.

Instead, and perhaps.more, important, the major outcomes._of the study

set of questions to ask about students-doing- ;seatwork

and a way of thinking about the shot term and long term effects

eatwork.

and researchers as the-

nceptual outcomes will benefit b

_ critically about issues such as

ide-,on-task-, daily performande on, assignments",7the emphasis - placed on
- 4

independenceArersus-helprsekin and,the meaning of: "trying
-

e g, g

me of the research staff have used concepts and anecdotal data from

th study in teaching courses and conducting workshops for teachers.

-In seve-ral instances, the results have been gratifying. For example,
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remark that they now think differently about mon

ng and feedback, and prospective teachers demonstrate that they

are learning to Probe gtudente_understanding of task expectations

and circumvent some low achievers' maladaptive strategies.

Given e success .withsuch informal-interventions, the next
i

step is to use_some_of the ideas and insights-from this study in

a more systematic way o work pith teaChers who wish to iearn new

ways of seeing student responses and Organizing their classrooms

insure a clearer-flow of informatiOn aboutstudent understanding

about-their indeendent work. As was noted esrlier, the teacher'

1

task an extremely complex one; especially when, class is large-

and heterogeneous and carrying our the,four functions of sea

i

is not easy. For these reasons, would be very worthwhile to inves-
,

tigatesystematically-the,effects on.-both teachers and students of
, .

/

helping teachers to become more a4- -the responses Of, some of
/

the low achievfmg students observe this study, and, the p ssible

ork

relationship witt-the.ways that se rk is handled by the teacher.



The o so-called "individualized" :lasSooms were different from the

other classes in sr. many reSpetts that they were not included in the

major analyses repo -ced here. However, the patterns of student responses

that were found for the other six-clasSrooms were also evident in the

two individualized classes when student anecdotal data were reviewed-.
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SWIM

'Table It Students' Attention hid

performanto gatings

Response

Category Time Observed Attention Ratings2 Fe formanoe Rat n s

Total Total No; Sestwork of Seat- No. of .outwork

(nimb), of epi- (wins.) work .epi- tosks.v/Piifoim.

sodes Bodes oh- Anse (Wm

Served

Mean 50, 2 of

ratings

below 4

Mean 5.0. 2 of rte'

140 he-

low 4

Quorum*

Student 1*

2

H

Poor

Poor

277 55' .88 19 28

191 47 89 21 27

(student moved during .year)

344 66 76 ,25 '28
Adequst

3.98 118 21

4.38 .96

4,75 .57

.4.11 .96 26

4.33 ;96 23

4.69 ,32

Classroom 0

Student 5

6

7*

8*

Low

High

High

122 32 44 11

201 36 104 17

86 12 53 7

195 36 93 13

10

13

4.72 .84 7

3.89 1.12 30

4.75 .45 0

3.62 -1.56 47

3,70- 1.42 40

4.69 .48 0

4J70 '.67 11..

3.50 .1.41 40

ClugOOM C

Student 9*.
4:30 :1,02 17

4.50: .69 1

4,69 5

4,61 .73 14



I
Students

Reeponse

Category

Classroom O

I Studint 13*

14

15

161

OlasarnoiE

Student 17

18

19

h 20

Chaim: F

'Student 21

Poor

Poor

Mixed

Adequate

Table It Students' Attention and

Performance Ratings

Atudent'Characteriatics,

Sox Initial

reading,

Group

F

Four F

Mixed

Adequate H

Adequate F

Poor

22 , Poor

23 AdeqUste

24 Mixed

Low

Low

High

High

Lop

Low'

High

High

H Low

F -Low

F High

High

Time Oblerved

Total : Total .110: Seatvork '110 of Stat. No. of seetvurk

(mina.) of ;pi= (mine,) work epi.. talks vherform-

glides aodes ob- once data

nerved

243 22 93 7

235 ,AS 77 18'

165 38 '43 10

116 28 30 12

lb

20

148 20 99 13 12

398 51 133 . -20. 18

208 29 102 13 I I

176 28 86 16 14

104 17

'142 25

162 21

243 28

.33. 4

12 k 11

91 12

131 15

12

Attention Ratings-

Mean g,4. % of

ratings

below 4

=-T=

Performance RAW&

Mean 5.0, I of rat

ings he-

low 4

3.55.1 1,05 45 2.71 1,50 71

3.73 ix 34 4:35 ,20

4,I8. .72 18: 4,31 :4.60

4:18 ,42 4,60 60:

3.41 1.07 63 4.25 .97 17

3.48 1,03 58 4,83 .51 6

4.54 ,58 4 4.91 .10.

4.15' :45 4,86 ;35

4.17 1.19, 25: 4.33 1.32 22,

2.74 1.41 . 68 insufficient data

4,71 478 IO" 4,5q .61 0

6.32 .90 21 4.55 '.93

*Students for whom case studies are included in Appendix.

1Potteroi of reopoosei sere :categorised according to Procedures discussed in the data analyals section of this paper,

httention rating means are based on the total number of episodes. .

3Ferformance rating means are.basekon:the number of alignments for which performance data were Avtileble,''':'



Interview ScOresl

Student outcome

EmphaSis on discrete skills
and accuracy without .reference
to'comprehensionr(6) 3:5 _2.8 2.3 2.0

TABLE 2

Teacher Characteristics
Teachers

2*

70

Emphasis on comprehension
and sense-making (5) .7 1.3 2.7 3.7 2.5

anponi neatness,dhass (
. 1.0 --2-6- 2.7 2.7 -3.5

Emphs.61s on creativity.(2) 1.5 2.0 -2-.5'

Stutlet:PadePseS_

Emphasis on persistence,
completion of assignments (3) 3.3 3.0 .3.7

-3.0 3.0
Emphasis on
dente (6)

effort, confi-
-'

EMphasis an behavior, co-
operating with teacher (2)

Emphasis-on student paying-
attention (2)

A-CdpItability of students
helping-one another with
teatwork-,(2)

3;0 1.3,

4.0

2.5 2;0 2.0 1.5 3.5 ' 2:0,

1.5 2.5 1.5 1.0 2.

2.0 5.0 2.0 3.0

- Number of attributions'
statements'rshout successs c

that were coded 15 24 11 18 -18.

Fiercent-SUccess:references-
attributed to student_
controlled factors.

- Percent success references_.
attributed to-teacher-

-controlled -factors
-

27, 29 10 17 50 45

27 -46 28 27

r



TABLE 2

reacher enaracierist

Attributions for failure

Number of attributional
statements about failure
that were coded

14. Pe'rcent failure reference
attributed to student
controlled factors

15. Percent failure reference's
attributed to1-teacher-
controlled factors

Characteristics of assignments=

6. Percent seatwork assign-
ments 'given to whole class 71.9 452.9 36.4

Teachers

9

6

22

32

19

25

19

29

48

16

50

6

7. Percept seatwork assign-
ments based on reading
group membership

Percent seatwork assign-
ments that were individualized

Number of seatwork pre- _____-----
sentations which were recorded
and coded

Percent of`coded presentations
that included:

Explicit statemen
purpose

2 Reference to specific
content

No reference to purpose
or content

23. ;Explicit description
cognitive strategy

4, Cues to -help tudents

Procedural directions

28.1 31-i4 47.7

5.7 15.9

52 20 20

9.1 .5.0

52.7 20.0 10.0

38.2 : 85.0-

3.8 0

51,3 42.3 17.2'

28.9, 34 6 48.3

66.7

0

16 19

6.3 tl 1

12.5 15.8 44.4:

-8 84.Z- -44.;AT

4.0 0

24.0 48.3 -267

52.0 27. 60.0

--e



TAZLE 2

Teacher dtetistics
7eachers

72

Forid\requirements

\

27. No information other
than location of
assignment

5.3 15.4 17.2 2q 0 10.3 13.3

13 2 17.2

71kreaCTher E's daL is based only on, the Winter interview.,

10.3

1.ntetview scoreS\ represent averages of separate ratings (5-point ,scales) That
eresimilar,in meaning:to each other. -The-separaterating scales that=make up

;leach score are listeci'-in,the Appendix.-.



Table

Frequencies of students with poor, mixed, and adequate

response patterns classified by achievement level and sexl

Reading group at
beginning of the year

High

Low

Student Sex

-1

Female

73

Poor Mixed

4

Adequate

1N 2 students. One student originally classified as
low achiever had too few seatworkassignmentsavailable
for scoring to justify classification, Hotlever,'other
data on the student suggest that she is more like'-the:
poor responder group than the others.



Appendix 1

Student ease Studies



Classroom A, Student 1: Sean
(Pattern of poor responses)'

_Scan was originally placed. in -tl-.e lowest level reading group and

remained.thern during the year. His teacher described him as a real

"overachieva 'who accomplished a lot with what she saw as limited

mental ability. During-the observed seatwork -.sessions, Sean usually

looked, "on - task," although he often performei poorly and frequently

,remonstrated inadequate strategies and /or- conceptual understanding for

succe _completing the seat ork t

Ease rin and awareness of difficulty

.Sean oftenjacked- basic knowledge necessary to do seatwork asst

ments on his own, Uowever, on at
N

erred not to know how to proceed g,..,-solVing_subtraction,prehlems),

slowly _through the process and 'questioned him-

75

---

least two occasions 'whln

when the observe-

- --
at each step, he _uld answer correctiJoy, which suggests that poor

ormance may hay.e been due-to an inability-to sequence all necessary

steps In the process despite knowing the subskills.

did demonstrate that he knew-what was necessary to

Even when he

solve a probleM, _

was often slow 'ftri)d- not automatic about certain basic skills (e.g. he

did not- ecognize immediatelY-that all -gingers -mn° one hand counted as

L2-!51;--he-wonl-dS1-156-ly count theitforeach' problem.)

did-seem to understand what was most difficult
_

he identified =those assig e ts on which he performed poorly as

"hardest" even before the teacher marked them. However, recognizing

that _ad him tO:seek help or .

clarificat -tion.



Stra gi prAgingas§Lgnments

Sometimes Sean usedstrategies appropriate for a given seatwork

task. For example, several times d- :ins the yearhe was obsered-

talking his way through bOth math and -eadingessignments although

this was usually limite

- .

quickly some of the',beginning sound dittos,; or single-digit
\

f_

addition problems after he had memorized addition facts). Early in

the,year he was observed lOoking toward celor.words posted on the wall

assignments that he could -do easily and

76

of the room as he did a worksheet on color words (i.e., he could match

the words on his paper with the color chart nn the wall before choosing.

h rayon):. -Dike, after asking the teacher for the name of a picture

(for a,_.7,orksheet on which he was to mark pictures beginning with `a certain

N.
sound), he repeated it to himself on the way hack to his seat, indicatL4-

,
\

a rehearsal strategy ror short term memory. The most'clear -cut uSe of an

effective and appropriate strategy was his-performance on a scrambled

saitenee assignment in April. This was the third time he had done such.

assignment; and he had learned-that the obje t was not to Copy the

words in thei :original order, as he had done the first time-the asgntnent

-was made. During this particular observation, Sean read the sentendes
1

Ito himself. as he composed

when they did no

them, reread theM, showed' signs of confusion
.

.

°end: tight, acid kept trying various combinations 1,i)f
i

rdS until the sentence made sense to

nowever, thereare-many other example of Sean usin inadequate

strategies, although in all eases, he

one page-that required h

complete the assigumdnts.- For

to select one of two pictures

him to change one .

rest of-the page for him,

with a Sentence, Sean allowed- a boy next

complete the

ect answdrs of five. Sean did not defend'
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uirnself or question_ the boy's answers, even when he teacher marked

them in his presence. On another occasion, Scan I-lad incorrectly

marked three out of five picti.res on a similar wo zrksheet, and the

teacher marked them wrong while he watched. The c)bserver later asked

Sean to read the sent :n and he misread the ke---,7 words, -which led

-him to mark his original choices. Thus, his picture selections were

correct as he had read the sentences, but he did riot question why (and

could not tell the observer why) the teaCher had- .marked them wrong.

These two examples suggest a passiVe response in be face of failure

th no attempts to "make sense" of the feedback from the teacher.

Mother example of Sea passive acceptance of misunderstanding

occurred when he completed a ditto page about the seasons. Studen

were to match names of the fou-g seasons to pictures of seasonal

activities- Sean worked through this assignment Lntently, making

errors on six ou

label "sum

he eight choices. For example, he pasted the

" under a picture of a Child sleddinm. ITen the observer

talked- to him aboUt the assigrrent, he could not read the _names of

the seasons and seemed unsure about when ope went sledding, swimming, ,

etc. However, he had done the assignment qulckly, -without seeking

any help. (Later, the teacher indicated that this assignment had

used because the "high's" seeded it, and Sean "should.bave known"

because she had discussed seascy rrs with them the da.37- before.)

During a creative writing assignment in the spring, the students'
77

were to -s end their thirty minti res of independent aeatwork time

composing story abort "ly Farm_ily." (The teacher had begun to use

one morning eek for .creative

second week en,.the

-ting assignment this is the

ard some words that could be used



ing a story about "My Family," although she tm:.:phas zed that

Spelling "does t count." Sean wrote the followiz ng story by him-

You can be my b

YOu can be my puppy..

I like my pup,

I like-My father.

I like-my =tiler._

I am happy.

When the, observer asked him' to read his story to her, he hesitated on

the word my (because his / was not clearly a / and he read it as a
He did not attempt to read the words brother, -up , :ether

mother; instead he stared at each of them for several seconds and they

asked, what they vere. After they nished reading his story, the

bserver asked him how he knew to write the word faEather where he wrote

It. 'He pointed to the board and said, 'I got it oFF-F there." His

story was later narict!d "good" by the teacher as -rhea quickly read , it

during feedback time.:

During a F:ay observation, he worked on two feILLrly complex assign-

ments. One was a "following directions"

atTalarves on a trdl, with directions like

orksbeer (e-:g., a series of
cap."color theL

blue; ") Fie had colored in the first few items-

first dwar
the

observer asked trim to read the directions to .fterg tae =. could not read most

f the critical. words, such as dwarf's and first. T -However, when the

observer supplied the words -so that he could- read ti-e whole sentence,

be immediately realized that his answer aa incorres-ct and jumped up to

get a clean ditto. On that same day, he completed math page ab u

Id
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. ,

place value correctly. He kneW whereto putnumbo rs in the blanks

(c

and ones.

tens and ones") but he could d-not read the wards tens

In sponse to the observer' s questions , he did not seem to

unde_stand the concept of place value. However, he had learned how

to use the format of the workbook page in order tp come up with the --

right answers.

Help-seeking. In all of the instances just described, Sean=did

not seek help, although it is not clear that he realized that heneeded

help. However,1Sean was willing to seek helpfrom the teacher or

obSerVer on some occasions. These usually occurred when the. question

was relatively.simple, often involving a single association, such as

the name of a picture in a worksheet where he was to color all pictures

that started with a certain letter. With other reading and language

assignments, he usually would go ahead and write answers, even when he

could not read the words or directions. -He approached the observer and

teacher for help with math more often- than reading, and on these

,
occasions he seemed very frustrated about not knowing how ta proceed.

Attention tfinishing and understandini ofjurposes-f assignments

Sean did nit talk a great dealabout finishing, nor did he seem

concerned about the. other students' progress on sea_twork. There were

-only occasional cOmments to himself_ about how many be had left to

although on the day that he had successfully completed the scrambled

sentences assigrH nt before_his allotted seatwork time was over,

seemed quite proud of hirnself and mentioned

was "done::' Although finishing 'did not seem

ice to the teache that

While h_ o ked he usually demonstrated relief

eoccUpation'

the-teacher had



Checked his papers and he was released for playtime, and when he had

to correct-his papers before he could play, he did this hurriediyand

with a 'pained expression.

Sean was not often asked about the purpose of assignments. For

one assignment on beginning sounds, he Said that he was learning about

letters from doing the page,, which seems appropriate.. However, on two

other occasions when asked-the same. questions, he stated that the

purpose of doing the work was "to get smart" or just that_ "that's our

work."



Classroom A, Student 4; Dexter
(Pattern-of adequate responses)'

Dexter was originally placed in the highest level reading group

an& remained there during the year. His teacher cribed him as a

smart child, but one whom she felt had various personal problems due

to his home situation and diagnosed hyperactivity. (He was medicated

during the school:day.) He usually looked "on-task" when doing.his'

work, and almost always had completely correct seatwork papers.

and awareness of difficult

Dexter almost always completed his seatwork assignments quickly

and correctly. When he was asked to read them or explain something to

Ease. of answerin

81

the observer, he did so with ease, and even slipped into a teacher

role, _trying to get the observer to work through the problems. When-

ever he was asked fa read, he did so fluently. When observed with .

creative' writing assignment, 'he not 'only composed and wrote the story

qJickly and easily,- he did so-with apparent enthusiasm, sayiug in an-

aside to the observer as she passed, "This fun!

He quickly identified most assignments-as "easy" except for some
fi

pages about long. and short vowel sounds, which he'saidwere hard- or

ham. This assessment corresponded to his pe fotmande, in that the vowel

pages were the only-assignments where be had many 'etrors-,

tratetiesfot_doing assignments

Because Dexter performed hisassignments,so quickly and easily

there:Was little observable-evidence about strategies used When'ques

ned about hew he had'done something, he often played tea heratur

told the observerthat she could figure herself if she tried,-



What available evidence-there is suggests that his strategies were.-

appropriate and based on an understanding of the skills or concepts

being applied. He talked to hims'elf a great deal while working through

assignments. He occasionally used his fingers. for.math problems-.

When doing a crossword puzzle (the first time it was assigned in this

class), he drew lines from the list of words to the clues before filling

in the puzzle, whichihe then completed correctly. During an interview

on April 7; after he hack .finished his work, he was asked why he had

on one:of themath problems. He said he couldn'tused- his. fingers

-ember-which math problem that had been but that "it must have been

a hard one." This suggests that he understands that such aids are

especially important with harder problems. In the same inter Dexter

.was asked what he had been thinking about when doing an assig° ent that

required students to fill in, ending sounds ft, He said that he

did it by"thinking in his head what the ending sounds were, which again

sUggests that his correct performance on seatwork was grounded in

knowledge of appropriate metacognitive strategies.

Het seeking. .-Becaase most of the work was very easy for -Dexter

there were not many occasions on which he sought help.° needed to.seek'-

-- -

help.

beginning s

Occasionally Ile asked, the teacher to identify pictures (fo

nd dittos where students Marked all pictures that began

with a certain sound) and once during a creativelwriting assi ent;

he asked the riacher how to well` the word "terrific._" than 'this,

'n_ instances ofJlelp-seeking weie noted. The only kind of assig AWL'

on which he

observed asking

anY,errors invcilVed vowel: adunds. Here he. was .not

82

questions,: even though late questioning-by the observer

revealed that he,did not always understand what determined the different

'71-z-Ft



categories of vowel sounds and considered these,"hard."-

Attention inishin Bnd

There were more instances of Dexter attending to finishing than

Sean.' Dexter often made public statements to the teacher about being

"done." At other times, he was observed checking with students around

him about how far they we on a certain ditto.

When Dexter was asked questions about why the teacher gave him

certain assignments, a common answer was "to learn." Sometimes he

focused' on the easiness of the assigndent:

do There were no specific

"to show me thatI could

content-related purposes given to

direct questions ofyWhat are u learning about here ?," but at other

times, Dexter described the vowel assignments in terms of the specific

content covered (e.g., "This page is all about short a.").



_Classroom B. Student 8: Randy:
(Pattern of poor responses)

-Randy was originally assigned to the highest level reading group,

but was moved down to the second lowest reading- group (out of four)--

during the year His-teacher described hi_ as an uncooperative child

with-aggressive tendencies and possible emotional problems. He

received:many'.behavioral corrections andcriticisms, and was observed

"off-task"' frequently. As the year went on he. became more persistent

th his aeatwork, possibly due to increased pressilre.from both home

and teacher to improve his behavior.

answerin and awareness of difficult-

lost of the observations of Randy doing seatwork were during the

,standard daily boardwork assignment. The teacher would put up four

to site sentences with blanks, and place a list of words alongside.the

.sentences. These words ere sually new vocabulary words. Students

were to copy the sentences a correct words in the blanks, Usually

the. teacher would readall.-sentences.and Words whewexplaining the

assignment,

:While-do ng,this type 'of assi nMent Randy often could not read

the new words, and_thus-,00uld not figure out what, to put in the blare

(He occasionally alsd had difficulties reading the sentences.) However,
r

when he could read the words and remembered to read the whola.senteCe

before Making_a choice, the'processof picking the most SenSible word

was easy for hint In an April interview about this type of assignment

.

Randy _readily told the observer that he-had trouble with "new words,"

which wis an accurate pe ception.-: In contrastt.

84

halting performance

--z-stragaslAmiL_



on the.boardwOrk, he quickly sndsuc:eL-Essfully'completed workbook

pages that required a simpler form of :=7esponse (making a single mark

drawing a picture ) and tha- thad.rror familiar vocabulary.

stialai!s for doing. tasks

The most prevalent strategy used It'y this student when doing the

standard boardwork assignment land somec others)-was to-ask another

student fc

word- to gc

The correct answelr: Other students readily told him the

in the blank,and tumid c ,opy it quickly. Sometimes he

was obserVed talking to himself as he v...7 uld read the sentences and\

shying letters to Iiimself_whllecopyinpm;, and he did try to sound out

net words, although he.quicklyKuld bcome visibly frustrated and

_rd to ,another child for help. Duringm-the April observation, no one

was sitting near him, so the observer was able to see what he did on

his own. He copied down the first two -words of the sentence, then

drew the blank for the third wut and- then began to scan the list of

words

read -the

asked him

one to fill in the blank (without any indication that he had

of the sentence) On a.'ncx..-er occasion,

d enbeffrcm,In his paper, he could not readto read a new ,w

-en the observer

until she suggested-that he read theme whole sentence and see if he

could-figure it out, and then Illwas sum. -cessful, These two examples

.suggest that he :did not use sentence c ra.t xt spontaneously as a source

of information for reading unkammword_As or making the selection.

However,.' his performance on theseoccaszions when the observer suggested-

P4 =

a strategy ("read the whole soatmce") __-rad supplied him with unknown

sentences and usewords suggested that he coo ld oaks sons - out of the

nowledge- f context, even though he ha.el hot done ao spontaneo

85



Help'-ceek n° As noted,aboVe, help-seeking was key strategy

He almost alwayg aSked other students instead theused by Randy.,

to Cher. .In fact, on two occasions, the teacher'.was near him- when he

having difficulties reading a word. Instead of asking her, he

la=ned to Another child as -soon as shed moved on:. If another child

reused a request for help, Randy ould-keepon asking or ga.to someone

else, but was not-easily discouraged in attempts to get/assistance.

In the January observation,- he was so persistent about asking one boy

theaLt the-teacher noticed from the reading group, and told .the boy to

hel=p Randy with the words that he could not read. The boy only

read thethe'new words, but-also, supplied the answers for the blanks.

same tactic was demonstrated when the class had a worksheet that

pre=sented simple_ ogical syllogisms, where-the students were -ta-mark-one-

of two pictured choices for the conclUsion. Randy read the premises,

thA=aa said" don't get and turned to someone else for the answers.

other student 0.14gingly sUppliedall'Of the corre6t choic6s.

Apr-J.1,

itence

and the.

A ...tantion

stuoents were:to fvlish a story about rain,,he wrotAone

86-

which he asked-a friend to Spell all words except I, by,

and' understandin oses of. assi nments

The observer noted her TImpession *that Randy. always. seemed to want

finished and get he work out' of the way; seat work was'a real

trizaal.for For example, during Anne

teed talking to himself'about "only me

s

observation in December, he was

more to go "-and as soon as

he_ =Finished his ork,. he quickly jumped up, crumpling this paper because

bmgrabbed it so fast, and literally threw it in the ,basket: During a
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Janoary obser- = aticn, he sighed with great relief that "it's done," and,

dur400Mar0h= abservatiorOle exclaimed with delight when he finally

finished his p=aper. c During the April observation, he told the observer

thePio did Oa...Apt ;like t- to orieS (one of his assignments for the
I,

day because "1,t takes so long, and then I can't play." When he did

not finish lair--work early enough, he did not get play time.

Randy nly questioned once about-07e purpose of assignments.

Wbe the teacher gave them the boardwork-ass gnments, he said

:I can legrn When.asked what he was learning, he said, Words.'

11 observer s asked, "New wards?" and Randy- replied "She puts them' in

butlawayskl-etstuconthem" which was an accurate suu'ary of his

experOces wi th this type of assignment. -



Classroom B, Student 7: Cassandra
(Adequate pattern of responses)

Cassandra was originally placed in the highest level reading group

and remained there throughout the year. She-was remarkably consistent

from one observation to the next, and always appeared to be a quiet,

conforming child who enjoyed- all classroom activities. She was always

attentive to task, and almost alwaysi\complated her assignMents success-

fully. The teacher saw her as a pleasant student who worked hard

despite a 'pdo family background" and vision problems.

Easeofansiarenessofdifitulty

CaSsandra did all of her work easily and read flue tly. When

doing the standard board assignment,_ she ivas observed, even in the first

half of the,year (when smile students-are Still copying letter by letter)

to be copying entire words or short phrases at one time nictitating

that she saw and remembered them as meaningful Chunks.- There were no

entries-indicating' that she ever 'considered her Work difficult, or
_

kind of work harder than any othe but this question may not have been

asked directly.

Strategies for doing th 10,..

_,'

wasLittle evidence was available About specific' strategies used b-- -

/

Cassandra As noted above, ,she copied:words in units _Which seems.

.

copied

be a se nsibl e -i andiIefficient
, ..-

Ap prn ach to a Copying :ta s k -She-wa.s-
,

observed using her fins cOunting aids when ing a matIvpage.,

only time:that:an inapp-: demonstrated was when abe
. .

did not know hew, to -:do

_
6 -students' 'seats before school,. and Cassandra Antered:the



e teacher could explain Cassandra wanted .to start immediately,___

asked the boy beside her hoc./- 4o it,- and then started coloring the

ditto exactly as the boy-did (which was incorrect)
.

tfie directions and following them,

the room Cassandra

Help- seeking. The incident just described -was-the onl)Tinstance

observed -of-help-seekin and the only time when she appeared to need

help.

Attention to finihiig_ and understandi

_Theobserver_noted Cassandra always worked carefully-not-:

appearins to hurry t

on her: .progress

-There were nbAn;tan_ s of her.emac _

or comparing the'ampunt completed with other Students.

Cassandra was never-asked directly7about the purposes of, aSsign

other-clues about her understanding or this.



Classroom C, Student 9: Be-__

(Poor pattern of responses

as originally pladed in the- lowest level reading grohp and .

maimed there teacher-indicated to the observers that she "doese

not'prodessshe takes everything_offthe,top-of-what-ydu7say,-but7 7

4
there t s just nothing in-depth." She was usually attentive to her sea

- , . .

work although' she-managed-to mix it with sodiaI.interaction:;--Ber

seatwork assignments contained several;e

Ease .of .answerer and- awareness t0E-diffIcui

Beth seldom showed-signs of having difficulty-while doing_seatwork,-

0___
although her wotk contained many errors. two occasions, when the

oblerVer'questiOned..her aboht anSwers-thAt Were-incorrect (although

not yet marked), Beth seemed uncomfortable, as if she realized the

Answers were wrong, but, according,

ork ay;and:b6 d newith It.: On:boardwork, she copied easily,-

the observer, only wanted to put_

transferring whole words -to her paper quickly. SometimeS she could

raadthe,b ardw k-sentences, but sometimes stalled dr1 a word- In wore
-

book. assignments .she...sometimes read easily but at other-times did not
. _

knowseveral_wor Her least fluerft- performance-was= during the whole____

class 'weekly Reader, asSignments, here she skipped over several impor-
-

-tart words.(a.g.friendS, spring,-some ) while reading aloud to-herself,

or to theobserver. this taAkinvolved-=copying,questions off the

b ard, then composing answers based on-the Weekly Reader artic=les

Strategies for doing work

copying. 'the regular boardwork ass nmeht-

_

, -copy sentences

With-_blanks, copy the three choices, then Write-correct choice in blank),-



Beth often -slid the words to herself while -she wrote, and read the

sentences aloud before making a choice. However, this -was the only

---
evidence-of clearly appropriate rategies_observed for Beth.

1

assignments, she_so _etimes-seemed-to-lack-a-strategys-uch-as-witha

other

word search puzzle,- where she looked intently at the array ofletters

bus seemed to have no systematicplan-lor search.,
WO W kbook

gnments, she seemed.knowledgeable-about lorM requirements but did

that her answer Add not _make-sense._ For_example-,

-reading page contained sets three sentences which as`, a. group were

to_-to one-of-three -pictures--Beth-quickly drew a

between -each sentence and a-picture 1-which_made_for_ illogicalal

connections. Similarly On a math workbook pag

to be used to illustrate addition problems,

that had no correspondence

explained to t observer;

at zero-. This is easy.

not figure out one

to the problems

"Your gotta draW

with number lines

she quickly drew ai:ro

She cheerfullygive

these You hafts start

1-anotherreading workbook page she could, -_

sentence, and sd.she initially skipped it.- Then, On

the basis of the last remaining PictUre, she figured out what -the key

.:_ward_was,_buthad not been able` to use,sentence context alone as afclue.
e

The-most significant problems related, to lack of strategy` occurred

with two HeekLEJ1.41.'essignments given in April. each occasion,

=
students-were to copy questions off the_board, -read- the Weekly Reader

article for the answer, and compose a complete sent to answer the,:
jj

questio, Beth's only obserVed,attempt:--to'm the- text asa source of-a= .,.

a ninrormtion-was to about-th&numbe- of a-g17assbopperis,legs,-

-In responge to:this,---after seeing-,others_at her table look in-the-artiCle;4:

she alsolooked throUgh it.- until' he caMe-to a='number word:. fi've,



She selected this out of context and wrote

gquestOrks, she generated ans

not Tbasc' on i how=

on tier paper.

that were reasonable but

title., (She had been unable to read many of the

wotds .3.n the- arL_=_Icless)

Often 54. help,

Despite freqtAent poor performance, Beth did Tot

e only occas5_on noted was a request -tothe_ obs2ry

conffr.: a wo=-id -en tbe board

L..ctssclE.tofqd aWarerxess of purpose of--ass its
- TT-

Be7:5 sea=vork-performance =I.-ma a truly social-occasion for her,

don's with others revolved around relativeanq mt141:of _the

gresson the seatworic. pie, in a mid-February observation,

e
.,-

tare at last four compario-ns of 'progress on boardwork made --

within fifteen ri=ti es,. and Beth raised her fists- in a silent cheer .

fot her elf whetev she finished a sentence. The observer noted that

she arida frienM_seemed.to be competing to fi ish the work first..

artother oceasiot, she asked the ,S..rne boy to

hd.:o; the Weelcl asignment.
limdirect (liestionsvere asked to Beth

her to catchup

understanding: of



Class=oom C,' Student 12: Arthette
(Ademtuate pattern of responses

-Annette- was initial 1y placed in the highestv leveM

She
_

-d_Urineeg the year. She was &email very attentiveaid weir d- tlete
ending group

to her seatwork

She performed

althou=h she was able to socialize a the same time.

at is unifowo.rmly high level on her seatwo The teache_

described her as a uselmotivated" child who

-Well for school..

answer-1!are
Annette was eooipl e=ely

On boardwork, she copied __1 corr

chunks with few checks

efemilv- .bad.prepared her

t -of her sea ork assignments.

ctly and smoothl5 in on to two word

_ 7 spelling-, indicating famiN_larity with _the tr

ords. Sheread the serrt ences easily. On oneoccasi= she and "a 'few, _,

others: joked by reading f incorrect choices for the boardwork after,

they had correctly ompl-_ ted it. This seems siglifict -in that only

soieonewho clearly gr r cd the material would Will inrucongruent answrs

humrous. -. On St. Patrirles. Day, e teacher introduces a word search:.

puzzle- with several new --.fords rel_ated to: the holiday. Annette was -one-

of a few s,tudents who al______LeadY knew all pf the words w-thout assistance.

There- were no Occasions n which indicated that scianething as

:difficult for her and-limper performance suggested that,_ indeed, all

-assigned work was easy _fw-ior Annette.

_Stretches for _isiagnments
- = .

-The- dos t obvious-st=ategy-used by''Annette`;AS =
.

-
---,-.---tbrough. her assigiun(i.'o_ts ----ihetarked sbe -eal;Ied 'frcirt- :the board, :ind

,)_
e

- e _

she reed- aloud _sentences frcimi her workbOok before she .triarked 'Choides-.
_ - _



Once, Alen she titter tecl herself talk brieflyaw___ to _f

returned to -he-r
J-

"Now, -where did I leae off?"

doing a uord rc, puz e., _S -e- told the observer that she. looked

"'backwards', lards

tion of strat&gy

, and then cross it off, " Sti explana-

1-2-A rch d her behavior while doin the puzzle.

s never observed. needing hep or, seeking it.

A and_el.Tiarenes- of- tss-of
Out of obsiervations, there were only two refer to

Annette compaript her progress with someone else, and of these;

she was probably drawl into a conversation begun by ott Tte

observer noted that .she never worked with urgency, albough she -min-
.

7tained a good pace-. The evidence suggests that finielmaing fov 1.ts own

sake was not important to her.

Annette was asked about the .purposee of seatwork assignmemts' only
o

once. !Men- asked what she was learning from the board work, she ariswered

?!the words;" There-was. no indication that she though ab-obt- skills of

using sentence context' and initial sounds

riot noted by any of the- children

= decision -Mich



3.a.ssr_uom -D,--Student -13: Aaron
.(Pattern of poor responses)

Aaron was orig..nally._placed in the- ,lowest level reeding roue

By- the end _of tbe yar_ he was in a group,_of three. boys, ooe of Acim

came from a special ed roeim- elsewt@e in the building t.L.and-th. othdr

of thorn was a new s'Mudent- in- the efassroom.
._.

All other stndents in
a

__Aaron's group at- -beg inn ing- of- school -had -stayed-togetfier-or moved.

up-. Thus,- Aaron's =ending group level actually dropped over the

year, During seam:- k, he was observed -looking around, going to the
,

bathroom at the begnning of ari assignment and remaining tiled for five

minutes; and talkirt with--nther -students`, His seatwork perfonance was

uniforoly poor- teacher recommended that h remain in first grade

with her, andshp flt that tie needed another year grow and nature-_.

She was sympathetic -and did. not - -blame him for his .poor peforance.

-She attributed it ter,- problems with
.

students did.

"ma ing connections like the other

Easiness of:-res_pons of difficu
=

Aaron' s,:perfcrra=tance on most = assignments : and in most insTructional

c

groups4 (with one e`,teption) ,revealed halting 1" stumbling readdni'and -leak ,
._

. , .

of -speed with basi arithmetic operations, _n as late ,I:e.S'`.kirili 'FOr 4

Pl.e,' in_ 1 e ,fan,., .k- did' nnt.' recognize -all _of_ hie, lette bind- did_ 1

'know a
lrl of t he a, i s o' c i. a te d S oUnd a. -- -In Pe c e m b_ e r , he c ould'ien

. -. . ,sounds in 'Simple three- letter :words but col not blend'
. .

'and- thus could -- not ad sentences_ ke--Ted-tipi-thelcu Aiiti
= = r

Den bet;
_

the sight.'Word;-theirpronounciu

s 'het, af ter 71-1,,;e ha.d 'stated during s an Octo er o servat 0n,t at



was "saving trouble w
=

_h that word." Another example of his lack of

autorticity in basic skids was hih'handwriting. Inj3ecember, when'

cppytig something off the board and 'he ng interrupted, he broke off.

the 1.1etter b after making one stroke, and hen finished It later,

which _ may suggest that he does nOt have unitary physical schemes for

makirt= etters, In March, in a whole - class, assignment on alphabetikitg,'

he way unable to list the letters down the sides of the columns 'on his

paper He did this very ildwly`, looking around frequently at is

neighWoors' papers The, teacher had just removed the letter chdrt from

g_,Ieto of the room, so that could not prompt him. -This occurred

even Itichough he cotadir sax, the letters along with the

d it a choral resj Onse. In April, he performed at

f the:class
chance level on

fi

three_ multiple choice dittos, and when the observer asked him to read

e sntences on these assignments, he could not .read`several of:the keyt
cis In each sentence. In May while doing a whole-class ass eht

tr.c

the students:to make up sentences with the words Bp:, goes,at required
,

sent-, _ho, when,- -heee 9 _he'-datild not read all of the words _,e'spell'. -

the w=.rds he iaantd E`o use. (For example, -his sentence forLLrthe wond

125_s_ ur-v-as "dot rat is goes to the his," which he read as including the

word

fe

?

exceptionsIt6 this trend, and i notable hat
_

-
they =4-ccurred-when th:e- teacher was working-with- hiui "a ebreaking down

=

I= -, into ;smaller,,- parts. When observe d in reading or math grOups with______.

,- -
,- -. _.,aiMid, on'a!=perfonnance was as,,dascribed abdve. -Fowever:,--when he

s-oLlirnerved-',in a readinvlesion-with t e classroom .tea, when:she
----

'was '., rIchinv,beginning blends, in -_a- series- of simple clear -qnestions.:-.-

-with -r=u ich-,;encouragement ron. was-able to answer successfully..:-
,



tual.secher_ talked_ to him about the assignme

tenses with words -on =the board

roquird _hire to Jnake

Initial.- difficulties,
e ean helped him to state a sentence with phe Trord goes he decided o

''feltaanny7scies Eia the park" about hishis= sister tliez,sugge=..-tedtliat he

_Lte it ne word at a time, and -wateh your spicing He then
_ _ =

prroz,oduced a sentence that .comes .close to _his -tnnmgoe goriestTM!W- _
L3) a the prkn."

Part of Aarbn' s difficulty seemed o stem - inability_ to
. . _

roszspon_ faith more than one piece of informatioR ..r a iirr=e. The

scher alluded to this during her-interView's_ and it v:.rs apparent

tng observations .as well.
9

e example was -ills faciL_Ity with single

. lttt=ter-sOund associations but his difficulties 'in blencing sounds.-
. , : N

tn. itie'math, he also demonstrated problems _coordinating pieces of

paLion. In a math group with an aids, students were to listen

oral addition -and' subtraction problems, era o-n-a the chalk

do Tzurd; and solve them., Although- Aaron ii.-thmetic some'
. ..,-. - ,

o tzt-the tune;, he' had, pr8blems writing down- tie - Numbers -w ttiout reveriin
. =

,

1-101kricn, figuring out the =right sign' from the owl and the
,

_

iorming, the -correct operation_ accurately, . buring-a worksheet on-
,

one, Aaron- centered on the ;notion that-- :to., ark those items_
thd.tt t r'one piece, -colored --in. II_ onot-half.. or ,

_
_

fourth did n-o t in lie the -_EaOrdirre-ted
- _

numbers of -,pieces-,in?the--wholeri, and -the number,' 911M_

pa_ _selected!.:f or focu
ktr

made' -'

a e, state e nt a u a e ' : _dno -, Par'' _d he -ea
___ , ,tit thex-Sentin eir e he -was- llod'-gnr!=mgoe) _ha

ARZ



"I can't spell my sister's name." another- occasion, he was asked

to read by the observer, an before he started, he pointed: to the

_apostrophes in the- word we'll and said, "I'M not- very sure -about these

"nose are rafted apostrophes" When ..the observer saidi

said, I can't read-words that have postrophes

which those Mean." When he `came to -a word that

in it. . I don't

he_ Could ,not read,

he repOrted -to tbe observer- thAe9 ni-don:Tt see- word-much'$

it n.

_ have -seen- this word but I_ can' t spell it.-," Once-he- told thete-aeher,

"Sometimes I can remember -long c-.Tords, but sometimes I:can' t."

comments -suggest that he viewed reading- s.s, n p

and -remeinbering whole words, = rather than a set

f- encountering
_

strategiei ,for.

figuring out words, although he did attempt to

----was sometimes -successful with this tactic.

strategies for doin -work
a

sound out words and-
:,

1-

Observations -of' karon reveal little about the `actual strategies

-`:
_

used to _complcLe his assignments. Indeed, his. most frequFmt_reeponse

to

_

.a.new assignment _Was to -dieengage;::_either by looking about,

watching' the teacher in another part of 'the-, room,. -tlicing7 to friends , -=

-spendin fiVe- minutes in the -bathroom- (he latter, may have been

quite' legitimate, but interesting- thate.three ;such =lengthy, ---

:trips :occurred_ right -after Aaron encountered a sentence hi-Could no--. .
.

ij. z' -'-',:.-, 2- ----7-

-, read orw-rite; ThemOst--obyious--&trategy in 1_1e 2by Aaren_;was- 'sounding
,. ,....-- _

ut',_-words° he, did not

difficultY-'hlending. edunds

'sound associations

of ten;had

eve e-oorrect letter.,,



-he had incorrectly marked' a.senten on a_ workshe (whilch he had read----

- without talking to himself) ,- he corrected himself widen the observer
__

asked him.to read the sentence aloud 'te'her. .His_expr sgion indicated
. 1 \that he saw the er-ror very quickly once he had spoken the sentencef . '

aloud. This ,suggests that-he Tight have-performed .better'(

on assignments that he could_read) had guided hiMself vocally.

Two other examples support"this notion.. During the-alphabetizi
_

assignment- described earlier, he-had trouble writing down all
. ailetters- quckly, and seeted be looking around However, het...been able to say the -alphabet- along with the rest .the.: clgss ear.. ...--_._

While writing the alphabet, he did not appear td be saying the-r-ap-tuers:: ,

.

to himself. When Viritirrs the sentences from words' 'on' the .board
=

--(described earner), he was _much more -Succeseful when the teacher had. _

him say the sentence Pto her than he h been originally' (although-he

was not observed doing _the original writing, so it is not, known.

vocalized or not). -These examples suggess: that self -talk might
-. . . , .

, , , .:--,- have helped him,--butte;did not Use, this strategy Spontaneously._. .- _ _ _. , - , ,_

Help -- seeking. , Despite his difficulties and-awarene many
_,._ ,

theT, :ha was- nat_observed 'asking for help. The teacher did help him

more than alMost_anyone,else in the robm; bUt=She_initiatedr_alt of

those, contacts- during .seetwork time; -he.did ;not _aeek-, her

only _occasion was ,,he,obeerVed looking -'at another-child s paper. ;at

time ahenT he -needed.helR, .but- even than he aid n

_el-iffever'eapp ear ed'7, toT:rb-e/ ru



Attention.-to` finishin and _awarenees- tents ._

.Aaron: did not see b concerned about:- getting .finished. ,When-e
' r

the---,teacher arfnounced -ttiat -work i e. was up and he-had .not; completed
_

- his assignment, "be_demonstrated panic. and simply-put his Work y-axia'_

.

(It should' noted that there- were no consequence- for not finishing-
, r .

_work in ' this cl ss, although the Work, would- be there to ,do during, the::. . _..,

next per-Rid. . In two con.versations.Wilth-e-,-ob" ierver5,-- Airon- did' ',
, . , _q)-.-

4

4refer the basal a ireadng and which- one came: next His view
-

progress Orough the bOoks,was a matter' of pride For.,,eXample,"he

he tJa.s "a1;i1ost' T-igerst! with excitement_ in

another 'occasion, he.:meintioned' that ,he was
_ -

a N. %
told,the observer tha

I -1

his- 6Ide.
- ,

-:-
"---='---_in Rainbows' next," as if he.w.--) lagging beh'in4.

. - - -Aaron was-net often asked directly about the purpose s' of "assi

ments.- The one time that -he was and- gaire- a clear answer,- he_.wa aske
"

about thepurPose of tWpage- on fractions where. the students

to -note ail-'pidttires-in!.which one half had been ,aofored 'on' one-.gage;

andand- one--Lforfl-i on'anothei page When__:asked -what he- waa7learn neabau1, , . --_..
---. --, - !. , ------_-

= he Yeadily_'74id "Hilves.'1-- ,,asked v-.71-iy he
..

neede

halves, _he-said, don't know. I don't, even :know-

,

.
About

IS. '



Classroom D, Student 16 Rachel
-(Adequate'pattern of responses)

chel was originally placed in the highest level reading group

and she remained there all year, She was A quiet- chl d-A4ho was

never corrected for misbehavior. She was successful with all school

tasks observed. During seatwork,-she was attentive tofier task with

onl- nhaut=the_re iced careflly-and

steadily and w ?s Among ,the first of her group to Iinish written
1.

assignments.

Easiness of resfonso and awareness of difficulties

Rachel was usually completely correct on her seatwork, with

the exception of one page on long and short _vowel sounds, She read-

-fluently when-asked to read her worksheets aloud. She-was not asked-
- --

-about the relative difficulty of assignments and made no statements-
_

to?- .indicate that she viewed one-kind of wnrk as harder, for-be- than

another kind',

-Strategies for doing_work

1

There was, little evidence ic-strate ies_used complete-

101

asignents= Rachel awaya red' her wo --,IMMediat- =and stZadily

,
wprked_throughlt-yithjew visible indicatienaO hAt and how she,.. what

approached, Occasionally . she moved -her--mouth as if,talking or

reading to herself, but there was no-overt Vocalizing (which might
...,,-

inctiCAe. that_-.,he has -- , ,-developed., to the..ppint7 completely internalizing

her se-lf-4talk). Twoindidents-dgserve notice and-may suggest that

Rachel was-fairly-sophisticated in her use_Pf metaq_nrlitive strat e



Once, -after completing three worksheets, she read over them all before

turning-them-in. Such self:checking was not often observed in any

of the clasSrooms. On another occasion, she-began her work period

by-Circling-the numbeS of .the assigned pages, which may indicate .a

planful approach to getting started. (On the other hand; this was

something-the teacher usually did, so Rachel may have been simply

complying with form requirements as she perceived them).

Attention to finishing and awareness of purpose -of assients
C

There was no evidence that getting finished was a_preoccupation

of Rachel's. She made-no,statements about her progress to herself

_____or-anyone-e1se.--On one occasion, she was asked, about-the purpose of

a workbook page and she stated. that it was about "long and short:

sounds ".,On other.pages; however, she indicated that. she was just

"learning about reading I'

102

.



Appendix

Interview Variables that Comprioe Clu.ter Scores



Interview Variables That Com- ise Cluster Scores

Student Outcomes

A. Emphasis on discrete skills and accuracy without

reference to comprehension.

1. Review, practice. The teacher said that a rationale

for seatwork is to provide students practice, to

review material that had already been taug#t, or

to reinforce something that had already been

taught. e emphasis here was on seatwork as a

follo up activity to previous instruction. This,
.

.

Was in response to 'a. question that asked what the

teacheraconsidered when selecting seatwork

assignments.

104-

acific skills.. The teacherImentioned specific

skill areas as the basis for seatwork assignments.

These include phonics, spelling skillshandwriting'

skills,-and punctuation. This.was in response to

a question that asked what:the'teachers Considered

when selecting seatwork assignments.

Match to.what ie nn ht. The teacher expliditly

referred to the r lationshiphatween seatwork =and

other instruction. This-vaa,in response to'.a

queationthat asked. what the,teadhera considered7

when.selecting siatw :k assignments.



Corte ness/accL=. The teacher listed correctness

of papers and accuracy as one of the criteria in

checking. This was in response to a question re-
.

garding when and how the teacher checks seatws rk

and provides feedback to students.

Specific skill or knowledge gained. This was in

response to a questionabout the teachers'-assessment

of progress in reading achievement of target children.

Word analysis and rec.11-LLIs. 'phis refers

improvement in letter recognition, sound recognition,

letter-sound correspondence, or phonics skills and

increased - ability to learn sight words and increased

sight vocabulary: This was in response to a

question.on the-teachers' thoughts relative

assessment of reading progress.

Emphasis on-comprehension-and sense-making.

-Sense-makin comprehension. The teacher indicated

a

105

'that-she looked-for some-sign that the students had

what they did, comprehended what they read,

or in some fashion had "made Sense" out of the doing

of'the task.

Organization.- The teacher referred to the students'
. .

ability to see patterns and to set up papers according

correct format; remembering to include needed elements

'such as name and dati
,

how to utilize spaces arid lines

on the paper. It also Included references ,-to organization

plies, personal effects, orderliness of desk, and

understanding rules and routines. -It-did dot include



hand -iting or neatness. This was in response to'

a question about what the teachers took into account

when assessing student progress in reading.

3. Sense king, as used to _assess The teacher

referred to the students: ability to lee patterns and

to set up papers according to correct format, rememberin

to include. heeded elements, such as name and, date, and

106

how to utilize spaces and lines on' paper. It also

included ref repses to organization of supplies, personal

ef fects, orde ness of desk,. and-understanding rules

and routines. It did not include handw

(Same question as abova.)-

ting or neatness,

Com rehension, as used to assess progress. (Same question

as above.

5. Preference that student wait for help,.

response a q= sti rva bout the teachers' Preferences

for'what-.to do when stuck

EMphasis on neatness. -
.4.

1. Neatness/legibility. The teacher indicated that she

neatness-andcleanneSs of paPers,

legible writing, and "good pictures' when checking.-

,

This was esponhe to a questionregarding when

and how the teacher checks sdatWOrk-and provides'.

feedback tostndentS.

Neatness The teacher referred to-Appearance.

written work- rMation-of letters, uniformity
,

of size of letters,, spacing,, crredt us -f-ilines,

,

and spaces on writing paper, neat coloring, or
.

-- --_-_. -_ .



smooth vers-

included ovgrall appearance of drawings and

inkled or crnmpledspaper. It

asthetic-and technical aspects of drawing.

This was in response to a-question about what

the -teachers took into account,when assessing student

-
progress in reading.

Handwriting, as used to

teethe -e__rrid-to

for

a question

assess student progress. The

provements- in letter., formation,

and spacing. This was in response to

about hat the teachers took into account

in a final assessment of student progress.

Emphasis on Cre ivity'

1-.Lluaed"elcork The teacher

_mentioned the need for language or vocabulary

development or the need to develop creative thinking

as one rationale behind selection of seatwork

assignments. She may have' also talked .aboUt the

need for students to express themselVes while

oing seatwork as an;important c sideration.

is was in response to a question that asked
=

107

= -
,-

what the teachers considered when seleeting -Seat

gn menu.
.

Creativity,- as considered-in final assessment- The

_ .

teacher referred to_ students' eased ability.to

,

ompose-theit-own sentences or other-written:products.-

was in response,to a question-about 'What the teachers

took into `account in a final assessm student progress.



Student Processes

A. Emphasis on persistence',- completion of assignments

1. Completeness,-not skipping. The teacher said that ona

of--the things she checked for is that stude- had

finished their papers and had not left anything out.

This was in response to.a question regarding when and

hoW the-teacher chec ks-seat' k and provides feedback

Teacher's standards

which the teacher stressed completion, ether the

emphasis was low, moderate, ar rang. -This was in

response to a question about -he emphasis teachers

placed task completion.

Student persistence _aensed to assess final - progress..

The teacher referred-to -the students I ability to..stay-._

engaged-in seatwork versus "playing artinnd,"aad.

finishing

ces

. thoughtful

108

thin the allowed time. It included referen-

Ining nn. time versus procrastination; being,

.

about the task:versus ruShiag: through

Sbignmente with the sola purpose of being.-_the firs

finish, effort, maturity, (staying on task) versus

11thmaturity onstant talking to othirs -This.was

reSponse'taa. question 'about what the' teacher'

into adcount :hen assessingstudent progresi

Emphasis

Reinforce

confidence.

ent,-encottagement. teacher focusdon

motivating students through feedback. This



response to a question regarding when and how the

teacher checks seatwork and provides feedback

students.

2. Evidence of effort The teacher indicated that one of

her criteria-when checking was to see that students

had tried to do the work. (ame.question as above:)

Confidence. The teacher referred to student's Willing-

ness or. confidence dry the task.

Included were references to self-concept, eagerness to

do the work, willingness to give oral or written

answers, trusting one's experience, risking being wro g,

and pride in one's work. This was in response to a

question about what the teachers took into account

when assessing student_progress in reading.

Confidence- independence= The teacher referred to the

student's willingness to attempt the task; to put down

answers paper 'to'risk being-,wrong. also

referred. to Improvement. in figUiing:Out-hoi

-109

do a task

ithout sssfstance such as reading directions or 'other-

wise making corre

'bobk page or other

creative

sinus about ho --;to-do-a -ork

uch assignments. It slid .not refer

sentences. This was in- esponse tO-a question abOut
_

what tha -teachers took into account.in.4 final assess-
.

meat -of scent :progress

a -Intsidered-in' final assessment The teacher

about trying, re., working-ha der, wanting



to do well, and caring about work. . question as

above.)

Prefer student keep The teacher,indicated that

she preferred that a child who was stuck and could not

get help Wait for help without' finishing until help

was available was in response to a question

about the teachers' preferences for what t do when

-stnek.

.Emphasis On behavior, cooperating with teacher

1. Routine, tusk or_any other manage ent

The-teacher mentioned, as,part of her rationale for
q

selecting seatwork, that it is-used in teaching students

classroom routines and/or to keep them, occupied while

she taught small groups or individuals. This was in

sponse to a question that asked what;,tbe teachers

considerpd when selecting seatwork assignments.

Cooperaton_ teacher referred to the student's

willingness to accept the teacher's (or other adult'

authority, and/or maintenance of good humor and a ioS1-

ive relationship with peers.- 'Included are refe noes

110

the student's ability-to_keep rules and

abide: by established ,rules and routines.

response to a question about,what the teachers took

_

Into account when assessing student progress in-.

Emphasi stUdent paying attention:

1. Attention used in assessing work habits. The teacher



referred to the student's ability to listen and "track"

or stay with (1) -hole-class or reading group activities,

and (2) teacher presentations and explanation of

assignments. It does not refer to the quality of

attention given to seats, k er being "on task" in the

sense of doing the assignment. It also included general

-references to "attentiveness" and "inattention." This

was in response to a Auestion about what the teachers-
.

took into account when assessing student progress

reading.'

Attention usedused in assesEing_pag. The teacher

references to listening to directions, concentrating

more'deeply, or for increased amounts of time This was

in response to a question abodt what the teachers took

into acco- final assessment of Student progress.

E. Acceptability of students helping one another with seatwork

1. Teachers' acce ce of students hel- one. anotiter.-

_

This referred-to the degrde to whidh the teacher

endorsed the idea of students helping,one'another%

was in response t9-a-question'regarding the teacher

policies about students helping each other with

s eatwotk.

-Teacher 'pre_rende for student behavior when "stuck."

fihis referstntheAegree to which- the-teacher endorsed
--

the strategy of students using -other, children as helpers

reservations,- some reservations,- and Unqualified

endorsement.-- This" was in'response-to a questionjaboUt

the-_-, teadhers'' ,preferences _for- atTrto_fd hen stn
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